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Editor’s Notes 
 

From Athens at the end of our annual SIGMOD conference, welcome to the March 2011 issue of the 
ACM SIGMOD Record! 
 
 
The first paper of the issue by Ling, Chang and Chao focuses on the efficiency of answering keyword 
search queries in XML databases. Keyword search is a tempting alternative to structural queries, which 
are perceived as relatively complex to write and require some knowledge of the XML document 
organization. Natural candidate answers to an XML keyword search queries are least common ancestors 
(LCAs) of all the query keywords, however, some of them are intuitively more information-rich and more 
specific than the others. The algorithms provided in this paper allows speeding up the task of identifying 
the strongest contributors, that is, the most interesting nodes to return as results of an XML keyword 
search. 
 
The Systems and Prototypes article by Chen, Kannan, Madhavan and Halevy describes SchemR, a visual 
search engine and repository for schemas. The motivation for building schema repositories is to simplify 
the task of designing and deploying a data management application, by enabling would-be user to reuse 
schemas that others have designed for the same or similar applications. SchemR users can search the 
repository of schemas by using keywords and/or a partial schema; a comprehensive GUI allows users to 
navigate the returned results, zoom through the results etc. Importantly, SchemR is part of the OpenII 
framework, and thus available for other researchers to use.  
 
This issue’s Distinguished Database Profile features Dennis Shasha commenting on his many interests, 
curiosities, stories and insights. As anyone who has read his books (and in particular “Out of their minds”) 
knows, beyond being a great scientist, Dennis is a fascinating storyteller, as this column fully shows. I 
have had many opportunities to enjoy discussing with Dennis. In INRIA in 2000-2001, when we were 
office mate, Dennis was presenting us the (then) very new idea of privacy-preserving joins; on a highway 
crossing primary forests in Brasil, we talked about biology experiment design and how various parts of the 
world evolved over the centuries. In this column Dennis shares his stories on database tuning, queries by 
humming, puzzles, and much more. 
 
The Open Forum article by Aumüller and Rahm describes an analysis of recent-years publications in 
SIGMOD, VLDB, VLDBJ and TODS. Based on DBLP records, the authors analyze the evolution of 
affiliations of authors by institutions, countries and continents, the structure of international collaborations 
etc. Following up on a similar SIGMOD Record by M. Nascimento in 2003, this paper provides a quite 
detailed image of the last 10 years’ evolutions in publications in these important venues. 
 
Finally, the issue features three event reports. 
 
The Workshop on Data-Intensive Software Management and Mining was co-located with the ACM CIKM 
2010 conference. The main idea behind the gathering lies in four main aspects of the large set of projects 
whose sources are available today: they can be seen as a web-scale repository, continuously evolving, 
containing complex-structure items, and forming the basis of a social network of interactions.  
 
The Dagstuhl workshop on Bi-Directional Transformations is a follow-up of a previous conference on the 
same topic, held in 2008. The workshop reunited researchers from Programming Languages, Graph 
Transformations, Software Engineering and Database communities in discussions around models for 
transforming complex (typically graph-structured) data, and their correctness, completeness, possible 
symmetry, and supported consistency checking. 
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The Dagstuhl Advanced School on Data Exchange, Data Integration and Streams (DEIS 2010) has been a 
remarkable innovation over the usual format of a summer school, allowing for much more intensive 
participation of the attendant PhD students and young researchers. Each of the 22 participants was 
assigned a topic by the organizers, had to prepare a 45-minutes presentation of the topic and had the 
opportunity to interact with one organizer while preparing and improving the presentation. This interactive 
mode was highly appreciated by organizers and participants alike.  
 
I take advantage of these notes to signal you the almost complete renewal of the SIGMOD advisory board, 
as well as the end of Lisa Singh’s tenure as the SIGMOD conference coordinator. Lisa’s outstanding 
service ended, Sihem Amer-Yahia takes over the duty of eliciting, handling and shepherding bids for 
organizing our yearly conference. The recipients of the 2011 SIGMOD awards have also been added to 
the list of colleagues we honor in each issue. 
 
Your contributions to the Record are welcome via the RECESS submission site 
(http://db.cs.pitt.edu/recess). Prior to submitting, be sure to peruse the Editorial Policy on the SIGMOD 
Record’s Web site (http://www.sigmod.org/publications/sigmod-record/sigmod-record-editorial-policy).   

 
 

Ioana Manolescu 
 

June 2011 
 
 
 

Past SIGMOD Record Editors: 
 

     Harrison R. Morse (1969)  
     Daniel O’Connell (1971 – 1973)  
     Randall Rustin (1975)  
     Thomas J. Cook (1981 – 1983)  
     Jon D. Clark (1984 – 1985)  
     Margaret H. Dunham (1986 – 1988)  
     Arie Segev (1989 – 1995)  
     Jennifer Widom (1995 – 1996)  
     Michael Franklin (1996 – 2000)  

Ling Liu (2000 – 2004)  
Mario Nascimento (2005 – 2007) 
Alexandros Labrinidis (2007 – 2009) 
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ABSTRACT
Keyword search is a friendly mechanism for users to
identify desired information in XML databases, and LCA
is a popular concept for locating the meaningful sub-
trees corresponding to query keywords. Among all the
LCA-based approaches, MaxMatch [9] is the only one
which could achieve the property of monotonicity and
consistency, by outputting only contributors instead of
the whole subtree. Although the MaxMatch algorithm
performs efficiently in some cases, there is still room
for improvement. In this paper, we first propose to im-
prove its performance by avoiding unnecessary index
accesses. We then speed up the process of subset de-
tection, which is a core procedure for determining con-
tributors. The resultant algorithm is called MinMap and
MinMap+, respectively. At last, we analytically and
empirically demonstrate the efficiency of our methods.
According to our experiments, our two algorithms work
better than the existing one, and MinMap+ is particu-
larly helpful when the breadth of the tree is large and
the number of keywords grows.

1. INTRODUCTION
Keyword search provides a convenient interface

for users to obtain desired information from XML
documents, but irrelevant data may be returned due
to lacking exact query semantics. Therefore, there
are a lot of researches on automatically reasoning
the meaningful answers for users.
In general, an XML document could be viewed

as a rooted tree, where each node represents an ele-
ment or contents. The LCA-based approaches will
identify the LCA node first, which contains every
keyword under its subtree at least once [2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
12, 13, 14]. Since the LCA nodes sometimes are not
very specific to users’ query, Xu and Papakonstanti-
nou [12] proposed the concept of SLCA (smallest
∗To whom all correspondence should be sent.

Figure 1: A sample XML tree.

lowest common ancestor), where a node is said to
be an SLCA if (i) it is an LCA, and (ii) it has no de-
scendant nodes that also contain all the keywords.
For example, consider the XML tree in Figure 1,
where each node is associated with a unique Dewey
number [15]. For the query Q0 = (pitcher, name),
the LCA list is [1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.3]. Since nodes 1
and 1.1 have descendant nodes 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 that
are also LCA, only two nodes, that is, 1.1.1 and
1.1.3, are SLCA. We could see that the two corre-
sponding player elements contain more specific in-
formation than the elements players (1.1) and team
(1).
The SLCA approach achieves specificity based on

the ancestor/decendant relationship, but they do
not distinguish the importance of sibling nodes. There-
fore, Liu and Chen [9] further proposed the concept
contributor, where a node is a contributor if it cor-
responds to more (or equal to) keywords compared
with its sibling nodes, and only contributors will be
returned. The basic concept of the contributor is to
keep only those nodes which contain richer informa-
tion under their subtrees than their siblings. Con-
sider another query Q1 = (players, pitcher, Tom).
Since the subtree rooted at node 1.1.2 contains key-
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word Tom and the subtree rooted at node 1.1.3 con-
tains keywords Tom and pitcher, node 1.1.3 will be
a contributor, and will prune node 1.1.2.
One important characteristic of this work is that

it satisfies themonotonicity and consistency proper-
ties, which capture a reasonable connection between
the new query result and the original query result
after an update to the query or to the data. Briefly,
the monotonicity property indicates the change to
the number of SLCA nodes, and the consistency
property describes the change to the content of query
result. These properties are sensible and worth-
while, yet none of the other approaches satisfy both
properties.
The authors in [9] gave an efficient algorithmMax-

Match to locate all the contributors, but there is
still room for improvement. First, we identify the
places where index accesses are not necessary, and
thus avoid unnecessary I/O accesses. Second, we
improve the process of subset detection, which is
a core operation in finding the contributors. We
construct the corresponding algorithm MinMap and
MinMap+, and perform a series of experiments. Ex-
perimental results show that the MaxMatch algo-
rithm is less efficient than our approach when the
breadth of the tree is large and the number of key-
words grows. Note that the two identified questions
are generic and not limited in this framework. Al-
though not major theoretic breakthrough, our find-
ings indeed speedup query processing to a large ex-
tent, and can be applied to questions in different
domains.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we briefly introduce the MaxMatch algo-
rithm [9]. We then present the algorithm MinMap
in Section 3, which improves the execution time by
avoid unnecessary index accesses. The method for
speeding up subset detection is described in Section
4. We further discuss the experimental studies in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. MAXMATCH
We explain the MaxMatch approach [9] in this

section. The sample XML tree given in Figure 1
will be used in the running examples throughout
this paper.
We first deliver the definitions given in MaxMatch.

A node is a match if its tag name or the content
corresponds to a given query keyword. The descen-
dant matches of a node n, denoted as dMatch(n),
are a set of query keywords, each of which has at
least one match in the subtree rooted at n. In ad-
dition, a node n is a contributor if (i) n is the de-
scendant of a given SLCA or n itself is one of the

SLCAs, and (ii) n does not have a sibling n� such
that dMatch(n�) ⊃ dMatch(n). For each SLCA,
the MaxMatch will return the root-to-a-match path,
as long as the nodes in the path are all contributors.
Take query Q1 as an example again. We have

dMatch(1.1.1) = {pitcher}, dMatch(1.1.2) = {Tom},
and dMatch(1.1.3) = {pitcher, Tom}. According
to the definitions mentioned above, nodes 1.1.1 and
1.1.2 are not contributors since both dMatch(1.1.1)
and dMatch(1.1.2) are the proper subsets of dMatch(1.1.3).
The output will be the node list: [1.1 (players),
1.1.3 (player), 1.1.3.1 (name), 1.1.3.1.1 (Tom), 1.1.3.2
(position), 1.1.3.2.1 (pitcher)].
Observe that the second condition of the contrib-

utor involves subset detection. Given a node np with
b children, the naive algorithm, which compares all
possible pairs among those b children, takes O(b2)
time and is time-consuming. To promote the effi-
ciency, MaxMatch uses a boolean array dMatchSet
to record the information of each of np’s child. Specif-
ically, let S = {n1, n2, ..., nb} be the children set of
np. The dMatchSet array for np is of length 2w,
where w is the number of keywords. All the bits
are initialized as false at the beginning. The jth

bit, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2w − 1, is set to true if and only if np

has at least one child ni ∈ S such that the decimal
value of dMatch(ni) is j. Then, for each ni ∈ S,
MaxMatch can determine whether it is a contrib-
utor or not in O(2w) time by scanning the whole
dMatchSet array. Hence, it totally takes O(b · 2w)
time to deal with all the b children. Note that the
number of query keywords w is generally small, and
the branch factor b may be very large in the XML
trees. Therefore, under the condition of b � w
(such as b > 2w), MaxMatch works better than the
naive algorithm.
Although MaxMatch is quite efficient, we will

propose a more efficient way to perform subset de-
tection which is described in Section 4. In addi-
tion, while setting the dMatch values, MaxMatch
retrieves the tag names of a node using the index.
Since some of the nodes are pruned at last, it may
cause redundant I/O accesses. We will propose an
improved algorithm in Section 3.

3. AVOIDING INDEX ACCESSES
We first introduce the definitions of our approach.

The match tree of a node t, denoted as mTree(t),
consists of the nodes along the path from each match
up to t. The nodes in the match tree without match-
ing any query keyword are called non-keyword nodes.
Besides, node n is called a hit node if (i) n is con-
tained in the match tree rooted at a given SLCA,
(ii) n is a non-keyword node, and (iii) all the nodes
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Figure 2: The match tree of Q1.

on the path from n up to the SLCA are contribu-
tors. On the contrary, node n is called a miss node
if n satisfies the first two conditions of hit node, but
does not satisfy the third condition. Consider query
Q1 again. Recall that nodes 1.1.1 and node 1.1.2 are
pruned by node 1.1.3. Therefore, the hit node list
is [1.1.3, 1.1.3.1, 1.1.3.2], and the miss node list is
[1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.1.2.1], where miss nodes are
depicted by dashed circles as shown in Figure 2.
Recall that MaxMatch retrieves the tag names of

nodes using indexes, but some of them are eventu-
ally pruned. In our approach, we let every node di-
rectly inherit the dMatch information from its chil-
dren without retrieving its own tag name, and use
a variable to record if it is a non-keyword node. We
retrieve its tag name only when it is confirmed to
be a contributor, and thus save unnecessary index
accesses. Interested readers can refer to [8] for the
complete algorithm. We further define themiss rate
as: Σ miss nodes /(Σ hit nodes + Σ miss nodes) for
match trees of the SLCAs. As an example, the miss
rate in Figure 2 is 4/(3+4) ≈ 57%. Therefore, our
approach will save up to 57% index accesses com-
pared with the MaxMatch when constructing non-
keyword part of the match tree. Later, the miss
rate will be used for analyzing the processing time
between MinMap and MaxMatch, and we will have
more details in Section 5.

4. IMPROVING SUBSET DETECTION
Recall that MaxMatch has the time complexity

O(b · 2w) when performing subset detection. In
this section, we propose an O(b) + O(w · 2w)-time
method, to speed up the process when the breadth
of the tree is large and the number of keywords
grows.

4.1 The Algorithm
Consider a parent node in mTree(t) with b chil-

dren {n1, n2, ..., nb} and their descendant matches

Input: a set of b nodes N = {n1, n2, …, nb} and their 
descendant matches D = {dMatch(n1), dMatch(n2), …, 
dMatch(nb)}. Suppose the number of keywords is w. 
 
Output: all the nodes in N that are not pruned by any 
of their siblings. 
 
FADC(D) 
1: allocate an array A of length 2w 
2: set every element of A to empty 
3: for each dMatch(ni) D (1  i  b) do 
4:    k  num(dMatch(ni)) 
5:    if A[k] = empty then 
6:       A[k]  equal 
7:       SetSubset(dMatch(ni)) 
8: for each dMatch(ni) D (1  i  b) do 
9:    k  num(dMatch(ni)) 

10:    if A[k] = subset then 
11:       prune ni 
12: output all of the unpruned nodes 
 
SetSubset(d) 
1: for each max-subset d’ of d do 
2:    k  num(d’) 
3:    if A[k] = empty then 
4:       SetSubset(d’) 
5:    A[k]  subset 

 

Figure 3: The algorithm for improving sub-
set detection.

D = {dMatch(n1), ..., dMatch(nb)}. The problem
of determining contributors is to prune those nodes
whose dMatch sets are the proper sets of those of
their siblings.
Suppose query Q has w keywords. There are to-

tally 2w distinct subsets of Q. We propose to clas-
sify each distinct subset d of Q into three states as
follows:

• empty: There does not exist any dMatch(ni) ∈
D such that d ⊆ dMatch(ni).

• subset: There exists at least one dMatch(ni) ∈
D such that d ⊂ dMatch(ni).

• equal: There does not exist any dMatch(ni) ∈
D such that d ⊂ dMatch(ni). However, there
exists at least one dMatch(ni) ∈ D such that
d = dMatch(ni).

The main idea of our approach is to set the states
of all the subsets of each dMatch(ni) ∈ D, to fa-
cilitate later processing. To achieve this purpose,
an array of length 2w is used to record the state
of every distinct subset of query Q, where w is the
number of keywords of Q. We also define the con-
cept of max-subset. Set d� is said to be a max-subset
of set d if (i) d� ⊂ d, and (ii) |d�| = |d|−1, where |d|
and |d�| represent the numbers of keywords in sets
|d| and |d�|, respectively. It is obvious that d has
exactly |d| distinct max-subsets.
Figure 3 shows the complete algorithm. The in-

put is a set of sets D, and every set in D is denoted
as dMatch(n) which represents the keywords that
are contained in the subtree of node n.
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Figure 4: The state-array of query Q2.

At first, we allocate an array A of length 2w

to record the state of each distinct subset of Q.
Each element of A is set to empty at the beginning
in line 2. The num function (in line 4) transfers
the dMatch(ni) into a decimal value. It keeps a
boolean array of length w to record the keywords
contained in dMatch(ni) set and then transfers the
boolean array into a decimal value. Specifically,
the jth bit of this boolean array is set to true if
dMatch(ni) contains the jth keyword of Q. Let k
= num(dMatch(ni)). We check the state of A[k] for
each dMatch(ni) ∈ D. If A[k] is empty in line 5, it
means that so far none of the sets from dMatch(n1)
to dMatch(ni−1) equal to dMatch(ni) or are the su-
persets of dMatch(ni). We then set A[k] to equal
and call procedure SetSubset(dMatch(ni)) to set
the states of dMatch(ni)’s max-subsets. On the
contrary, if A[k] is not empty in line 5, we skip
dMatch(ni) no matter the state of A[k] is equal
or subset. Because it implies that there may exist
one or more sets from dMatch(n1) to dMatch(ni−1)
that equal to dMatch(ni) or are the supersets of
dMatch(ni).
Procedure SetSubset takes a set d as the pa-

rameter, and recursively calls itself by sending ev-
ery max-subset d� of d as the parameter if A[k] =
empty, where k is the decimal value of d� in Proce-
dure SetSubset. After processing each dMatch(ni) ∈
D (lines 3 to 7), the state of A[num(dMatch(ni))]
(1 ≤ i ≤ b) is either equal or subset. Clearly, node
ni should be pruned if the state ofA[num(dMatch(ni))]
is eventually set to subset. Therefore, we can obtain
all of the contributors (unpruned nodes) easily.

Example 1. Consider query Q2 = (25, pitcher,
name, players). Node 1.1 is the only SLCA of Q2,
and we are going to determine the contributors among
nodes 1.1.1, 1.1.2, and 1.1.3. Suppose the first key-
word (from left to right) corresponds to the left-
most bit. Therefore, the num(dMatch) values of
these three nodes are 0110bin, 0010bin, and 1110bin,
respectively. At first, an array A of length 16 (24)
is allocated, and each A[k] (0 ≤ k ≤ 15) is assigned

as empty. Consider the first input dMatch(1.1.1).
SinceA[0110bin] is empty, we setA[0110bin] to equal
and then call procedure SetSubset by parameter
dMatch(1.1.1). Accordingly, A[0010bin], A[0100bin],
and A[0000bin] are recursively set to subset by Pro-
cedure SetSubset (as shown in Figure 4 (a)). The
second input is dMatch(1.1.2). Clearly, nothing is
changed since the state of A[0010bin] is not empty.
At last, consider the third input dMatch(1.1.3).

We first set A[1110bin] to equal and then call proce-
dure SetSubset to set the max-subsets of dMatch(1.1.3).
Note thatA[0110bin] is set to equal by dMatch(1.1.1),
and now it would be changed to subset. We skip dis-
cussing the latter two max-subsets of dMatch(1.1.3),
because they are quite similar to that of the first
input dMatch(1.1.1). In summary, the final state-
array ofQ2 is shown in Figure 4 (b). SinceA[0110bin]
and A[0010bin] are both set to subset, nodes 1.1.1
and 1.1.2 are pruned eventually. �

4.2 Time Complexity
Procedure SetSubset is called only when the state

of a given A[k] is empty, and then A[k] will be set to
subset. Obviously, procedure SetSubset is repeated
at most 2w times. In addition, for each call of pro-
cedure SetSubset, it takes O(w) time to prepare all
the max-subsets. Therefore, procedure SetSubset
costs O(w · 2w) during the whole process. At last,
it takes O(b) time to determine all of the pruned el-
ements, so the time complexity is O(b) +O(w · 2w)
in total.

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We have implemented the approached described

in Section 3, and call the system MinMap. We
have also included the approach described in Sec-
tion 4 in MinMap and call the resultant algorithm
MinMap+. Therefore, the only difference between
MinMap and MinMap+ is in processing subset de-
tection. All these algorithms are implemented in
C++ with the environment of Windows XP and Vi-
sual Studio 6.0. In addition, the two proposed sys-
tems utilized two indices based on B-tree structure,
similar to MaxMatch.1 These indices are created
and accessed based on the Oracle Berkeley DB [16].

5.1 Comparing MaxMatch with Our Ap-
proaches

In this section, we will compare the processing
time of MinMap, MinMap+, and MaxMatch. The
1In the first index, the key is the Dewey number of a
node and returns the corresponding tag name. In the
second index, the data associated with each keyword k
is a sorted list of Dewey numbers of all the nodes which
contain keyword k.
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Table 1: Test queries for DBLP data set.
No. query FQ MR
QD1 1998, volume, 1 HHH 1%
QD2 1998, LNCS, volume, 1 HLHH 98%
QD3 JACM, cite, On the LHL 35%

complexity of integer
programming

QD4 2001, FOCS, article HLH 84%
QD5 2000, Springer, editor HLH 0%
QD6 1999, cdrom, Information HHL 97%

Processing Letters
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s

Figure 5: Processing time of the test queries
in Table 1.

DBLP data set is used to perform the experiments.
We start by designing queries based on different
combination of keywords with high-frequency and/or
low-frequency. Table 1 shows the testing queries.
The keyword frequencies (denoted as FQ) are dis-
played in the third column, where “H” stands for
high and “L” stands for low. The miss rate of the
queries (denoted as MR) are also specified in the
last column.
The results of processing time are shown in Fig-

ure 5. We can see that keyword frequencies have
no direct impact on the performance of the three
systems. For example, QD4, QD5, and QD6 all
consist of two high-frequency keywords and one low-
frequency keyword. However, MaxMatch performs
the same as our two proposed systems for QD5,
but performs worse for QD4 and QD6. The rea-
son is that the elements matching the querying key-
words of QD5, that is, year, publisher, and editor,
all reside under the same parent elements, which
makes the miss rate low. In contrast, among the el-
ements matching the querying keywords of QD4,
article is the parent of booktitle and year, which
makes the miss rate high. However, we can observe
that both MinMap and MinMap+ work better than
MaxMatch for all those high miss-rate queries.
In the next experiment, we specifically control

the frequencies of keywords to identify their rela-
tionship with the miss rate and examine how they
affect the performance. We keep the minimum fre-
quency and the maximum frequency of the key-
words to be close, and vary the frequencies simul-
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Figure 6: Varying the keyword frequencies.
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Figure 7: Varying the number of keywords.

taneously. Therefore, all the keywords in the same
query have similar frequencies. As shown in Fig-
ure 6, observe again that the keyword frequency
do not show direct impact on performance. How-
ever, our approaches perform a lot better than Max-
Match when the miss rate is high (Figure 6(b)),
and the performance is even to an order of mag-
nitude difference. It also shows that the miss rate
has no obvious relationship with keyword frequen-
cies alone.
Finally, we design different scenarios by changing

the number of keywords. We fix the maximum fre-
quency of the keyword and perform random testing.
We then classify all the experimental results into
low miss-rate (smaller than 10%) cases and high
miss-rate (larger than 90%) cases. The experimen-
tal results depicted in Figure 7 show the similar
result to the previous scenario.
We have also applied the other two data sets to

perform the experiments: SwissProt.xml2 and base-
ball.xml3. The testing results are similar to that of
DBLP data set. Due to space limitation, we omit
the experimental results.

5.2 Comparing MinMap and MinMap+

We then compare MinMap with MinMap+ in this
subsection. Recall that MinMap applies the sub-
set detection method in the original MaxMatch al-
gorithm, while MinMap+ applies the new method
proposed in Section 4. Also recall that their time
complexity is affected by the branch factor b and
the number of keyword w. We use several datasets
with different branch factor to perform the test. We
then examine how the number of keywords affect

2http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets/.
3http://www.cafeconleche.org/books/biblegold/examples/.
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Figure 8: Comparing MinMap and
MinMap+.

the performance. We first apply the DBLP dataset.
In Figure 8 (a)-(b), the maximum branch factors of
the match trees are about 5,000 and 50,000, respec-
tively. We also make the total frequencies of the
keywords not change too much when the number of
keywords grows. The result shows that the process-
ing time of MinMap increases sharply while the pro-
cessing time of MinMap+ increases smoothly along
with the number of keyword in both cases.
We then apply the Baseball and SwissProt data

sets to perform the similar experiment. In Fig-
ure 8 (c)-(d), the maximum branch factors are about
50, and 7,000, respectively. Since the maximum
branch factor of Figure 8 (c) is small compared with
the other three, the improvement between MinMap
and MinMap+ is therefore not that large. However,
MinMap+ still outperforms MinMap.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose two algorithms to im-

prove the efficiency of MaxMatch. The MinMap
algorithm is designed based on eliminating unnec-
essary index accesses during the construction of the
match tree. The MinMap+ algorithm is proposed
to speed up the computation of subset detection.
The experimental results show that MinMap out-
performs MaxMatch when the miss rate is high.
The experiments also show that MinMap+ is partic-
ularly helpful when the breadth of the tree is large
and the number of keywords grows. As part of our
future work, we are interested in designing a novel
ranking scheme to order the query results so that
users may focus on the most desirable ones.
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ABSTRACT
Schemr is a search engine for users to search for and
visualize schemas in a metadata repository. Users may
search by keywords and by example, using schema frag-
ments as query terms. Schemr uses a novel search al-
gorithm, based on a combination of text search and
schema matching techniques, coupled with a structurally-
aware scoring metric. Schemr presents search results in
a GUI that allows users to explore which elements match
and how well they do. The GUI supports interactions,
including panning, zooming, layout and drilling-in. This
paper introduces Schemr as a new component of the in-
formation integration toolbox and discusses its benefits
in several applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
All around the world, groups of small organizations want
to share structured data with each other. For instance,
consider the Nature Conservancy’s1 efforts in rallying
small conservation organizations to contribute environ-
mental monitoring data. As another example, consider
a rural health system in sub-Saharan Africa, consisting
of community health workers, low-resource health clin-
ics, and district-, regional-, and national-level ministries
of health. Unlike typical data integration scenarios,
where the goal is to provide uniform access to multiple
existing data sets, here organizations are more willing
to share information right from the beginning. In par-
ticular, a database designer working on a new schema
is likely to consult and explore existing schemata, given
access to them. What is needed is a tool for schema
search and visualization to guide the initial database
design.

This paper describes Schemr, a tool for locating, explor-

1The Nature Conservancy http://www.nature.org

ing, and reusing relevant schemas (or schema fragments)
in large schema collections. Schemr leverages the past
experience of a collaborative community and the algo-
rithmic techniques from existing information integration
tools to lower the data sharing barrier-to-entry and nur-
ture schema compatibility – simplifying the task of in-
formation integration during schema design. Beyond
the example scenarios described above, a schema search
tool is a valuable tool to navigate any dataspace of het-
erogeneous information [4].

Schemr’s search algorithm combines schema matching
and text search techniques with a structurally-aware
scoring metric. Designers can use keywords or existing
schema fragments as search terms. Results are returned
in an environment that allows users to visually explore
and compare matching schemata.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• Schema search algorithm - Schemr’s search algo-
rithm combines techniques from document search
and schema matching, and employs a holistic tightness-
of-fit measure to find and rank schemas according
to a query’s semantic intent.

• Visualizations of results - Schemr visualizes search
results in an interactive web application, allowing
users to compare multiple results and drill-in to
explore a schema with visually encoded similarity
measures.

• Open source software component - Schemr is part
of the OpenII open-source information integration
framework [8], which any organization may use
and extend for free.

A demonstration of Schemr was first presented at SIG-
MOD 2009 [2].

Example Scenario
We ground our motivation through discussion and ob-
servation of two such organizations, mentioned above:
the Nature Conservancy and a large HIV/AIDS treat-
ment program in Tanzania. We found that data man-
agement in these organizations takes place in an ad-
hoc manner, with ad-hoc tools. Data administrators
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face a vicious cycle: they are overloaded with requests
to manually curate data that should be produced by
automated processes. Thus, having no time to tackle
major system improvements, they create stopgap solu-
tions. These data administrators say that they would
gladly collaborate with others to share schemas and ad-
vice, but are hindered by the high-maintenance cost of
the stopgap solutions. They need tools that provide an
immediate productivity gain. For these organizations,
sharing designs through schema search can provide this
bootstrap path, which starts with better data modeling
and leads to better integrated information.

In such a setting, the database administrator begins
by designing a new table. She is unsure of the best
way to model the table, and wants to search for related
schemas and data examples. She opens Schemr in her
web browser and has the option to specify either a sim-
ple keyword search and/or a partially designed schema
fragment. In this case, let us suppose that she performs
a search for existing data models by using the keywords
patient, height, gender, diagnosis. Additionally,
she specifies a partially designed schema to specify re-
sults that include elements semantically equivalent to
ones she has already designed. A partially designed
schema can be specified by uploading a DDL (Data Def-
inition Language) or XSD (XML Schema Definition).

Upon executing this query, the designer is presented
with several relevant schemata to explore in further depth.
The results can come from a variety of sources: refer-
ence schemata within the organization, shared schemata
from partnering organizations, or public sources.

Internally, Schemr parses the input schema and creates
a query graph (Figure 1) out of it, on which the simi-
larity functions are computed. Schemr returns a ranked
list of n results, presented in a tabular format, including
columns for name, score, matches, entities, attributes,
and description. The user can interact with the results
by clicking on a particular entry to visualize its schema
elements, or ask for the next n schemas. On drill-in to
a particular schema, Schemr creates a detailed graph
structure with visual encodings of similarity. Figure 2
shows an example of Schemr’s visualizations.

2. SCHEMR OVERVIEW
In this section, we first describe Schemr’s search algo-
rithm, and then describe our implementation.

Algorithm
Schemr’s search algorithm (Figure 3) consists of three
phases. Prior to executing a search, the query parser
creates a query-graph from the keyword terms and schema
fragments given by user input. In the first phase, Candi-
date Extraction, Schemr flattens the query-graph into a
list of keywords and quickly retrieves the top candidate
schemas from a scalable document index. In the sec-
ond phase, Schema Matching, Schemr evaluates the top
candidate schemas with an ensemble of schema match-
ers [3, 6], scoring the semantic similarity between can-
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Figure 1: An example query graph consisting of
both (A) a schema fragment and (B) a keyword
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Figure 3: Schema search algorithm data flow

didate schema and the query-graph elements. In the
third phase, Schemr computes a final score by weighing
similarity scores with a Tightness-of-fit Measurement.

Candidate Extraction

The input query-graph Q is a forest of trees consisting of
schema fragments and keywords, as shown in Figure 1.
The example illustrates that Q can represent several
graphs, where each keyword is represented as a graph
of one item. The query-graph abstraction can capture
multiple query formats, including relational and XML.

The system contains a document index of the schema
corpus, which we build offline. Each schema in the index
is represented as a document, for which we store a title,
a summary, an ID, and a flattened representation of
each element in the schema. Our inverted index stores
a term dictionary of frequency data, proximity data,
and normalization factors, providing a fast and scalable
filter for relevant candidate schemas.

When searching the index online, we first create a list
of keywords by flattening the query graph Q and per-
forming keyword matching on the document index. We
use a variant of standard TF/IDF to obtain an initial
coarse-grain matching. To preserve recall, the candidate
extraction algorithm need not match all search terms;
rather, match scores are computed independently for
each search term and summed to produce a coarse-grain
score for returning the top n candidate results. A coor-
dination factor, defined as the number of terms matched
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divided by the number of terms in the query, is multi-
plied into the coarse-grain score in order to reward re-
sults which match the most terms in the original query.

Schema Matching
The top candidate schemas are evaluated against the
query-graph and ranked using an ensemble of fine-grained
matchers. We summarize two matchers we found to be
most useful, but note that other matchers may be used
as well.

A name matcher normalizes terms and computes n-
gram overlap between query terms and terms in the
indexed schemas. Each schema element in the query
is parsed into a set of all possible n-grams, ranging in
length from one character to the length of the word.
Each n-gram is then ranked against each element of the
candidate schemas to compute a final match score. We
found this matcher to be particularly helpful for prop-
erly ranking schemas containing abbreviated terms, al-
ternate grammatical forms, and delimiter characters not
in the original query.

A context matcher builds a set of terms from neigh-
boring elements, and tries to capture matches when
neighboring-element sets are similar to each other [6].

Each matcher produces a similarity matrix between query
graph elements and schema elements. Each (query ele-
ment, schema element) pair has a corresponding value
which describes the match quality – a value between 0
and 1, For every candidate schema, the similarity matri-
ces of the different matchers are combined into a single
matrix containing total similarity scores. We combine
the scores from each matcher with a weighting scheme,
which is initially uniform. As Schemr is utilized in prac-
tice, we can record search histories to create a training
set of search-term to schema-fragment matches. With
such a training set, we may then determine an appropri-
ate weighting scheme. For instance, Madhavan et al use
a “meta-learner” to compute a logistic regression over a
training set of schemas [5].

Tightness-of-fit Measurement
Schemr’s task, in this phase, diverges from the tradi-
tional aim of schema matching: rather than generating
mappings between elements, we use the similarity ma-
trix of total similarity scores to create an overall score
that captures the semantic intent of schema search. Our
principle here is to measure the tightness-of-fit by min-
imizing the distance between relevant elements in a re-
sult schema.

We begin by selecting the maximum value of each schema
element’s entry in the matrix as the final match score for
that element. Next, we apply penalties to the scores of
the schema elements based on a relative distance mea-
sure and take the average of the scores to arrive at a
final score for the entire schema.

The intuition behind our distance measure is as follows.

!"#$#%&'()*!!"#$#%&'+,(#,- !"#$#%&'.)#$!"#
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Figure 4: An example schema showing only
matched schema elements

For elements ei and ej ∈ E:

• If they are in the same entity, no penalty.

• If they are in the same entity neighborhood (tran-
sitive closure on foreign key), then a small penalty
applies.

• If they are in unrelated entities, then a larger penalty
applies.

There can be many configurations by which a set of
query-graph elements match a set of result schema el-
ements. Each such configuration consists of penalties
on elements computed with respect to a particular an-
chor entity. Given an anchor entity, the scores of ele-
ments in other entities are penalized by their distances
to the anchor and averaged. This calculation is repeated
for all possible anchor entities, and the maximum of all
calculations is selected as the final match score for the
schema.

Continuing with our original health clinic example, con-
sider the following simplified candidate schema of matched
elements in Figure 4. First, case is selected as an initial
anchor entity. No penalty is applied to the scores of the
case.doctor, case.patient schema elements, because
they reside in the same entity as the anchor, whereas a
small transitive closure penalty is applied to the scores
of patient.height, patient.gender, doctor.gender.
Finally, the penalized scores of the schema elements are
averaged to produce a score for the case anchor. Next,
patient is selected as an anchor entity. No penalty is
applied to patient.height, patient.gender, the small
transitive closure penalty is applied to the elements in
the case entity, and a larger penalty is applied to the
elements in the unrelated doctor entity. Finally, this
calculation is repeated with doctor as the final anchor
entity, and the maximum value of the three anchored
calculations is returned as the final match score of the
schema.

For a set of similarity scores S, each choice of anchor
element A results in penalties P . A tightness-of-fit score
t can be computed by t =

P

(S · P ). We are interested
in the configuration which maximizes the tightness-of-fit
score:

tmax = argmax
A

X

(S · PA).

We use this total score to rank the final search results.
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Figure 5: Schemr system architecture diagram

Architecture and Implementation
Schemr’s architecture (Figure 5) features a web-based
GUI for entering search terms and graphically reviewing
search results. The GUI processes a set of search terms
and delivers them as a request to the Search Service.

On the Schemr server, we use the open-source schema
repository Yggdrasil [8]. At scheduled intervals, an of-
fline Lucene [11] Text Indexer flattens schemas from the
Schema Repository to construct or update the docu-
ment index.

When a request is received by the server, the query is
initially flattened into a collection of keywords and used
to filter candidate schemas from the document index.
These candidate schemas are next passed to the Match
Engine, where fine-grained matchers are used to com-
pute a final relevance score for ranking the candidate
schemas. This list of candidate schemas, along with
their corresponding score, is finally sent as an XML re-
sponse to the client.

When the user clicks on a search result to view the visu-
alization, another request containing the schema ID is
sent to the server. The server performs a lookup of this
ID in the schema repository and returns a graphical rep-
resentation of the schema to the client as a GraphML[10]
response, which is parsed and displayed on the front-
end.

Visualizations
Schemr visualizes result schemas in an interactive GUI,
supporting panning, zooming, auto-layout, and drilling-
in. Our client is implemented using Adobe Flex and the
Flare visualization toolkit. Using Flash ensures cross-
browser compatibility without any additional browser-
handling code. All search requests and visualizations
are dynamically retrieved using asynchronous HTTP re-
quests.

Schemr’s user interface features two panels (Figure 2).
The left-side search panel allows users to supply a query
in the form of a keyword search or a DDL/XSD schema
fragment and lists ranked search results in a tabular for-

mat. The right-side results panel provides a workspace
for users to explore graph visualizations of schemas.
In graph visualizations, element nodes are encoded by
color, and multiple graphs can freely be compared side-
by-side and explored in further depth. Clicking on a
graph node displays detailed information about the schema
element in a toolbox, and double-clicking on a graph
node re-centers the layout of the graph such that the
new node is in the center. We allow for multiple graph
layouts, including a hierarchical tree layout and a radial
layout. To ensure Schemr scales to very large schemas,
we cap the displayed graph depth to 3. To drill in on a
particular branch at a greater depth, users can simply
double click on a node to view its descendants in further
detail. To ensure Schemr scales to very large schemas,
we plan to employ schema visualization and summariza-
tion techniques, such as those proposed in [7, 9].

Applications
Schemr’s search capabilities have been tested on a repos-
itory of over 30,000 public schemas, both relational and
semi-structured, small and large, spanning many do-
mains. These schemas came a collection of 10 million
HTML tables [1], and were filtered by removing schemas
containing non-alphabetical characters, schemas that only
appeared once on the web, and trivial schemas with
three or less elements.

We plan to make Schemr available as a part of an open-
source information integration framework, OpenII [8].
As a module of OpenII, other framework components
enable new schema search applications and scenarios,
magnifying Schemr’s benefit. For example, integrating
Schemr with schema import and export functionality
gives users motivation to build metadata repositories.
As well, integrating Schemr’s search functionality with a
codebook that contains data types like units, date/time,
and geographic location, would encourage a deeper stan-
dardization of data types alongside schema search re-
sults. With an OpenII community of users searching the
repository, collaboration functionality that provides us-
age statistics and comments on schemas would improve
schema search results. Finally, integrating Schemr with
a schema editor would allow for a new model devel-
opment process, in which search results are iteratively
used to augment a schema. In this process, we can also
capture implicit semantic mappings between schema el-
ements, information on schema re-use, and the prove-
nance of new schema entities.

3. SUMMARY
Schemr demonstrates an effective approach to schema
search and visualization. It uses a novel combination of
document based filtering, schema matching, semantics,
and structure-aware scoring to efficiently search and vi-
sualize large schema repositories. Schemr can be inter-
nally deployed as a standalone tool for organizations to
search and share schemas, facilitating the schema design
process and paving the way for information integration.
Additionally, Schemr will play a role as a module of
the OpenII framework, serving to improve the accessi-
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bility and benefit of many information integration ap-
plications.

Schemr can also be deployed as a publicly available
web service. To facilitate finding quality schemas in
a large public repository, we plan to incorporate col-
laborative functionality such as mechanisms for users
to leave ratings and comments on schemas. Through
these comments, users can suggest improvements or ad-
ditions that can be made to schemas. Ultimately, we
hope that this will evolve into a general repository for
storing multi-purpose schemas to meet the community’s
needs. In a sense, we are hoping to democratize develop-
ment of standards and consequently improve the quality
of schemas in the data ecosystem.
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Dennis Shasha Speaks Out 
on How Puzzles Helped His Career, What Drives Him to Write, How We Can Help Biologists, 

the Principles Underlying Database Tuning, Why He Wears Shorts All Year, and More 

by Marianne Winslett 

 

Dennis Shasha 
http://cs.nyu.edu/shasha/  

Welcome to ACM SIGMOD Record’s series of interviews with distinguished members of the database 
community.  I’m Marianne Winslett, and today we are in Providence, site of the 2009 ACM 
SIGMOD/PODS Conference.  I have here with me Dennis Shasha, who is a Professor of Computer 
Science at the Courant Institute at New York University.   His research interests include biological 
computing, database tuning, cryptographic file systems, and pattern recognition.  He is a prolific writer, 
both within and outside of computer science.   

Let’s start off with what our readers really want to know:  do you really wear a scarf and shorts every 
day, through both summer and winter? 

Yes, I’m afraid I do.  In the winter I get a lot of funny comments, like people asking me, “So, what are 
you drinking, man?”  And one time I gave some money to a guy on the street, and he said, “You know, I 
should give you money, you should buy some long pants!”  So it has been worth it just for the comments! 

Have you ever gotten frostbite? 

No, actually I am warmer wearing shorts, surprisingly, because the only part of me that gets cold is my 
hands. Because I wear shorts, I put my hands in my pockets. Because shorts are so thin, I get warmed by 
my legs, so I am actually warmer in shorts than in long pants. 

What about the reverse? In summer when you’ve got your scarf on, how does that work? 

As I said, only a few parts of me that get cold.  One part is the neck, and the other part is the hands.  So it 
actually makes sense.  Everything about me is a little bit strange, but it makes sense in that context. 
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Have you ever gone any place really cold during winter? 

Waterloo, Canada in February.  The waiter came down in the hotel and said, “Sir, you do realize we are in 
Canada, don’t you?”  But it was fine. 

Biological computing:  what’s in it for database researchers? 

I think it is a great field because computing, after all, started as an aid to science, and we are going back 
to that tradition when we help biologists.  Biologists need a lot of help, in all kinds of areas.  Above all, 
what they care about is experimenter time.  They don’t care about computer time, per se, as long as they 
don’t need days of computer time.  If a program runs for 20 minutes or 30 minutes, it’s okay.  They do 
care about reducing the number of experiments they do, and still getting more or less the same results.  
Also, they want to know how to get stronger results from the experiments they do.  I help biologists 
design experiments using statistics and combinatorial design, so that they don’t have to run experiments 
on every point of an entire search space, and they can examine just a subset of that search space.   

Very often, scientists’ search space for experiments involves many variables whose values they can 
modify.  I work with plant biologists. They might add more nitrogen or less nitrogen, more carbon or less 
carbon, and so on.  With all these possibilities, the search space can contain millions of points, if you 
consider all the possibilities.  Using combinatorial design, you can reduce it to perhaps a few hundred, 
and still get a very well sampled experimental space.  Then on the analysis side, what is really nice is that 
you need a little bit of everything.  You need some machine learning, data mining, statistics, and there is a 
lot of simulation.  So overall, there is a lot that computer scientists can do to help scientists, and if a 
database researcher is willing to be all of computer science to the biologists, then there is a lot to be done. 

Should we be training the biologists differently?  Do they need to know more computer science than they 
are learning, so they can do it themselves? 

I think biologists do quite a bit themselves. For example, all biologists know how to use BLAST for 
comparing sequences. But on the other hand, there are also things that the computer scientists need to be 
doing.  Those things often have to do with either a new kind of analysis that the biologists wouldn’t be 
able to do by themselves, or just looking at the data differently, or sometimes even helping the biologist 
design a better experimental program.  One biologist that I work with, a woman named Gloria, has been 
working on a certain kind of network for nitrogen uptake in plants.  What she does is great, but what we 
would really like to do is to take this network and reverse engineer it, like electrical engineers would do.   

What do you mean when you say “reverse engineer it”? 

We’d like to find out which genes are connected to which other genes.  It’s as if we were probing an 
electrical circuit and finding out which circuit elements are connected to which other circuit elements.  In 
doing that, an electrical engineer puts current into a circuit element, or maybe detaches a wire. With 
plants, we can’t exactly detach a wire, but we can make genes overexpress, so that they produce more 
protein than they would normally, and then we can see the effects of overexpression.  By doing that, we 
can march through the circuit, in principle, and find out exactly what is happening.  I find that very 
exciting.  Gloria and her lab have bought into this idea, and they are starting to do those kinds of 
experiments, so it is a wonderful collaboration. 
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But don’t you get all sorts of side effects once that one gene starts producing too much protein? 

Sure, but that is exactly what you want to find out.  You find out the side effects, and you can find out 
which other genes that gene is affecting.  So that helps you figure out, “Ah-ha, that gene must be 
connected to the other gene!” 

It sounds like a close partnership that you are talking about. 

Yes, it is really a great partnership. We have a meeting every week, and we have cookies, and we make a 
lot of mistakes in the other field…  One time I said “Alabama” when I meant “alanine”, because both 
words have the “ala” prefix and I just forgot.  So we really have a good time together.   

With Cathy Lazere, you wrote a book of biographies of great computer scientists, called Out of Their 
Minds: The Lives and Discoveries of 15 Great Computer Scientists.  Tell us a story from that book. 

When we wrote Out of Their Minds, we wanted to write about the seminal thinkers of computer science.  
We don’t mean Alan Turing, of course, so much as the people who have made computing practical in a 
technological sense.  So we chose people who had already won the Turing Award, plus others who won 
the Turing Award soon after we interviewed them, although I am sure there was no causal connection. 
We started with algorithms people, like Michael Rabin, Dijkstra, Knuth, Lamport, and Cook and Levin 
for complexity theory.  We interviewed languages people: McCarthy, Alan Kay, and Backus.  We 
interviewed computer architects, and we interviewed people in artificial intelligence.  I avoided the 
database field because I felt that if I had interviewed one person, maybe other people would have been 
upset.  Probably that was a mistake, so perhaps including the database field would have been good too.   

A typical story from that book is that of Backus.  Backus in some ways personifies a very unusual kind of 
researcher, who nevertheless has the emotive influences that drive many researchers that I know.  Mainly, 
he was easily angered.  He had a very mixed, not very studious, childhood.  At 25, he was graduating 
from the general studies program at Columbia, with a math degree, not knowing what he wanted to do.  
He got a job at IBM almost by accident:  he was taking a tour of IBM, and somebody said, “You can 
interview here if you want. You can maybe get a job.”  He took a test and they hired him.   

At IBM, Backus was programming in machine language, which he found horrible.  He started what 
became the predecessor of FORTRAN, namely, a way of doing floating-point arithmetic.  When he 
proposed FORTRAN, he said, “I am doing it because I find programming is too tedious, too difficult for 
people.”  Interestingly enough, he was opposed in this desire by John von Neumann, who thought that 
programming really wasn’t that hard.  But von Neumann was not your average person, and Backus 
understood this, and the IBM management understood it too. So when Backus started the FORTRAN 
project, he was able to get the support of the IBM management, who understood that if they could make 
software programming easier, then people would buy more computers.  And that is what happened.   

Later, Backus participated in the ALGOL discussions. He said it was very frustrating; people would just 
give an example for this, give an example for that, and nothing was getting anywhere.  And so he 
developed Backus-Naur form, which is really very similar to the Chomsky notation for context-free 
grammars, just to make things clearer.  So just because he was annoyed, he did a lot of his inventing.   

You make it sound like he is an accidental computer scientist. 
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I think he is not accidental, because I think a lot of invention is annoyance.  It is true that he might have 
gone into another field, because he wasn’t a particularly outstanding math student, by any means.  So he 
is an accidental computer scientist in that sense. 

I have a colleague, David Mazières, who is at Stanford now, and he is also very motivated by anger.  It is 
a fun anger, it is kind of enjoyable to watch.  He gets angry, and then he does something about it.  He 
builds a better system. 

What angers you? 

I am not one of those kinds of people.  I like hard problems where I feel that a solution will really change 
things.  Of course, it doesn’t always work out that way, but sometimes it does. 

Have you had a favorite hard problem in the past? 

I have had a couple that I really enjoyed.  One was the work that we did in tree matching.  This work got 
started because a student of mine, Kaizhong Zhang, came to me and said, “You know, this journal paper 
claims to have a really fast algorithm for this problem, but the algorithm doesn’t actually work.”  We 
looked at it together, and indeed, it didn’t work.  Sometimes a problem seems closed because somebody 
else claims to have solved it, but in fact the problem is not really closed because it has not actually been 
solved.  Noticing this discrepancy can be a fun way to start a research project.   

A sequence of accidental coincidences led me from one research area to the other: meeting people, 
understanding their problems, coming up with algorithms to solve them, and getting the algorithms used. 
That project on tree matching led to other projects on graph matching, and led eventually to my work with 
biologists, because one of the applications was RNA secondary structure.   

You are a puzzle column writer for Dr. Dobbs’ Journal and for Scientific American.  What’s that like? 

Dr. Dobbs’ Journal stopped publishing a couple of years ago, and Scientific American is going through 
economic problems, so it is not clear that the column is going to continue.  But it has been fantastically 
fun.  As the column writer, you write puzzles and people send in solutions.  And when people send in 
solutions, you become friends with them.  I have what I call my “puzzle brain trust”: sometimes I invent a 
puzzle that I can’t solve very well, so I send it out to various members of the puzzle brain trust, and 
sometimes they come up with much better solutions than mine.  It has been a remarkable experience, 
because I haven’t met my puzzle brain trust in person.  In fact, I just discovered a couple of years ago that 
one of them happens to be deaf, and I had no idea.  It has been just a wonderful experience in terms of the 
intellectual back and forth with many of the people I have communicated with.  Nothing delights me more 
than finding somebody who has a better solution than I do. 

The puzzle column also has helped me formulate problems for the biologists that I work with.  Sometimes 
the discipline of making a puzzle out of a problem can help you simplify the problem to its essentials.  
When you do that, you really start to understand it, and then you start to ask the right questions, and then 
sometimes you find a better solution.  For example, the combinatorial design that I use for biologists 
turned into a safe-cracking problem as a puzzle. Instead of a dial on a safe, you have many three way 
switches, and the goal is to open the safe, given that it will open only if two switches (and you don’t know 
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which ones) are in a certain configuration.  It’s a combinatorial design problem, and when you explain it 
that way to biologists, they understand it – possibly mainly because they secretly want to break into safes! 

When you publish these puzzles, do you always already have a solution? 

I already have a solution, but sometimes it is not the best solution.  Many of these problems are 
continuous or NP complete, and so it is difficult.   

I did one puzzle about Zambonis, which are machines that clear off the ice after people have been ice 
skating on it for a while.  My inspiration came from observing the Zambonis and noticing that although 
the drivers seemed to be having fun, they definitely were not using the most efficient route. About a week 
ago, I received an email from the Zamboni people, who said, “We would definitely like to find the 
solutions to this puzzle.”   

In the problem, you have an ice rink, abstracted to a bunch of points filling an oval shape.  The Zamboni 
machine has to pass over every point, but cannot turn at more than a 45 degree angle.  How do you make 
it go through all those points in as short a time as possible, so that people can start skating again?  I 
suppose with enough computing power you could solve that problem, even though it is quite complicated 
because you have the 45 degree constraint.  Anyway, some readers found a really nice solution.  Another 
reader found a really beautiful solution for two Zambonis that was also kind of important, because the two 
Zambonis can work together without colliding. So we will see, maybe Zamboni will use it! 

You’ve also written about recent Russian immigrants.  What is the story there? 

I like to do things that interest me, and I don’t sleep much at night.  I usually sleep 5 or 5 ! hours, and 
then I take a few 10 minute naps during the day.  When I wake up in the middle of the night, often I want 
to write, because I just like it.  And sometimes daily experiences influence me.   

In the case of the Russians, I was director of undergraduate studies in the early 1990s, when a lot of 
Russians were coming to New York.  They were kind of bimodal.  Some of them were just brilliant.  
Some of them thought they were brilliant, but weren’t.  There weren’t many in between, for some reason.   

One day a young man came into my office with his teacher, and he was a very young man, just 12 years 
old.  His teacher said, “He’s in my freshman Pascal class, and there is a problem.”  I asked what the 
problem was, thinking that the student was too young and couldn’t understand the material.  But the 
teacher said, “Viktor is too good.”  I said, “Oh, really, so tell me Viktor, what have you done?  What is 
the biggest program that you’ve written?”  Viktor said, “Well, I’ve done a simulator for high temperature 
superconductors.”  And I said, “Oh, that’s good.”   

My colleague asked Viktor about the math he used, and Viktor was explaining Newton gradient methods 
and all those sort of things, and he certainly understood what he was doing.  So then I said, “Okay, 
Viktor, which programming languages do you know?”  “Pascal, FORTRAN, and Lisp, and C, and C++, 
and I think that is all,” he said.  “Do you know any graph theory?” “A little bit,” he said.  “Could you 
write us a connected components algorithm?”  “In which language?” he asked. So I said, “Oh, I don’t 
know, maybe a set oriented language.”  So he does that in his 12 year old handwriting, from the top of the 
board to the bottom, without a cross-out, and it is perfect.   
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My colleague said, “You have a loop there, and you have to compare two sets in that loop, that’s an 
expensive operation.  What will you do?”  “Well, I will probably use bit vectors,” Viktor said.  Then my 
colleague said, “You could also just have a flag that changes its value if there is some change in the loop.”  
And Viktor said, “Oh yes, but it wouldn’t be so pretty.”   

I felt that I had to write a book about these people.  I wrote with a Russian playwright, and we wrote 
about mathematicians and scientists but also business people and sex workers and writers.  So it was quite 
an eclectic crew, and it was really a fun book to write.   

When I write, I try to write something nobody else is writing.  I really respect people who write 
wonderful textbooks, like let’s say, a real database textbook, but I would never try to do that, because I 
feel that they are already doing a great job. Even if conceivably I could do a better job, it would only be 
marginally better. For example, I wrote my book about database tuning because there was no such book.  
There were books about database tuning for particular systems, but never the general principles.  

Are there general principles?  Can you generalize beyond what each separate system does? 

I think there are a lot of general principles.  One principle is that people often tend to tune things that they 
notice are bad, even if they are not important.  A second principle is that very often there are systematic 
problems because people don’t realize that one fundamental principle of all databases, in fact all of 
computing, is that starting something is expensive, but once it’s going, it is quite cheap to have it 
continue.  For example, reading a sector of a block is almost as expensive as reading the whole block. 
Emitting an SQL query every time you go through a Java code loop is much worse than having just one 
SQL query and then stepping through the resulting data. That theme occurs again and again, and I call it 
“starting is expensive, but running is cheap.”   

Another principle is that partitioning is not understood too well.  People understand partitioning data 
across pieces of hardware, but they don’t really understand that there is also temporal partitioning.  Very 
often, you might want to do some work during the day, and other work during the nighttime.  When you 
say that, people respond, “Well, of course,” but it’s not the first thing that comes to people’s minds.  For 
example, banks send out statements. When they used to send out paper statements, they would send 1/20 
of the statements every day.  And that makes sense.  It doesn’t matter that you don’t get your statement at 
the end of the month – it could be on the 12th, but who cares as long as you get it every month?  And 
similarly, for production databases, one can take advantage of temporal partitioning.   

Those are three of the principles. Surprisingly, those principles are almost generative. You can apply them 
to almost every level of the database, from buffer management to application design. 

Do you think that the general principles of database tuning would fit into a standard CS curriculum?  

I think so, but of course I am very biased.  I teach it, and students love it because it is very practical.  I 
think we do a very good job in this community teaching a database course on SQL and normalization.  
Once we get to indexes and transaction processing, we have to recognize that most of our students are 
barely going to be conscious of that once they leave – indexing perhaps, but not how to build the index, 
just what indexes do.  Although it is all very valuable, we should recognize that database tuning is what 
they will actually do if they use databases, either as database administrators, or even as sophisticated 
application programmers.  Because how many will work at Oracle, Microsoft, or a few other places? 
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We tend to make our students take a course on operating systems, but most of them don’t go on to design 
operating systems.  Does that represent a failure of our educational system? 

No, because operating systems and database internals give people a good sense of what system building is 
about, and that is important.  Very often, students go on to write concurrent systems, so they have to 
understand system building, and operating systems and transaction processing are great ways to learn that.  
But, nevertheless, I think there is a place for database tuning, at least a little bit.  I welcome anybody in 
the community to take advantage of my notes on database tuning, which are widely available.  Philippe 
Bonnet has a wonderful infrastructure for a database tuning experiment, and that is also available. It uses 
mySQL, and we have some scenarios about a travel application, and some other scenarios. 

Tell us about your life as a fiction author. 

I also loved puzzles, because puzzles helped me overcome my problems in my first job, which was to 
design circuits for large mainframe processors at IBM.  Although I technically had an engineering degree, 
really I’d only studied information theory.  So when I got to IBM, I didn’t really understand electricity, 
not really.  I bought myself a Heathkit and I built stuff, and I really tried to understand what was going on.  
But what really helped was reducing what I had to do to puzzles.  Then through those puzzles, I tried to 
understand more details afterwards.   

One of my jobs was to design circuits to check other circuits.  The idea was that if a circuit failed, another 
circuit could say that that circuit failed.  Circuit elements were still expensive enough at that time that we 
didn’t want to completely duplicate the circuit.  We wanted something that was economical, yet still could 
check the other circuit.  Take a decoder circuit for example, a 4-16 decoder. The output should have only 
one element that’s set to 1, i.e., only one of the 16 lines should be a 1.  How do you do that in just a few 
gates? That puzzle appears in the very first of my puzzle books.  The naive solution is to take every pair 
of the 16 and see whether both outputs are 1, in which case there is a problem.  But that is many, many, 
many tests, at 16 choose 2 circuits. One can design a much better and more efficient circuit by noticing 
that this is 4 bits, so if two of these lines are 1, then they must differ in one bit.     

So puzzles always helped me.  And then I wondered, how can I give puzzles to other people?  I always 
really loved Sherlock Holmes, except that Sherlock Holmes periodically would just leave and then come 
back and say that he had discovered something, which would often be the key to the whole mystery.  I felt 
that was unfair to the reader.  Any reader who tried to solve the mystery himself/herself was robbed of 
that privilege if Sherlock Holmes pulled a wildcard out of his pocket, so I said, no wildcards.   

Dr. Ecco is kind of like Sherlock Holmes.  He has a friend named Prof. Scarlett, and Prof. Scarlett acts the 
Watson role. Prof. Scarlett explains the puzzle to us, but never does the reader get less information than 
Dr. Ecco.  So if Dr. Ecco can solve it, the reader can too.  And indeed, readers do solve it.  Most of my 
puzzle books have puzzle contests where the solutions aren’t given in the back, and the person who wins 
that contest gets free tickets for two to London and back from New York.  It has worked out well. 

When you read a murder mystery, do you usually figure out who did it before the end? 

I try.  Sometimes it doesn’t work.  But I like to, I like that idea. 

Why is it that modern mysteries have to be murder mysteries? Why can’t they just be mystery mysteries? 
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I agree with you. I think there is plenty that is mysterious and doesn’t have to involve death.  The Name of 
the Rose, for example – Dr. Ecco’s name has two Cs, and Umberto Eco only has one C, but nevertheless, 
The Name of the Rose was a very inspiring book for me.  That mystery fundamentally didn’t need to 
involve death.  And that book really involved the reader, took the reader to an entirely different world.   

What will your next book be about? 

Cathy Lazere and I wrote a book that’s at the publisher’s now. It’s called Natural Computing: DNA, 
Quantum Bits, and the Future of Smart Machines.  [It came out in May 2010 in English, May 2011 in 
French, and soon in Japanese.] This book is much more speculative than Out of their Minds, but in the 
same format: biographies and what people are doing now.  We look at future directions in computing 
based on people who are trying to solve extremely hard problems. For example, how do you make 
spacecraft survive for a hundred years if they are going to make a long trip?  Another typical hard 
problem is protein folding.  Another is how to make robots that fend for themselves.  There are many very 
difficult problems that I think require a new kind of computing, and the new kind of computing we seem 
to be seeing is based on a life analogy.  Either it involves genetic algorithms, or more generally it involves 
feedback in very interesting ways, so that systems are built to be adaptable.  Very often, not only do they 
involve nature in a metaphorical way, but also in a real way.  For example, we interviewed Jonathan Mills 
from Indiana, who does analog computing, which people thought was completely dead, but which can be 
really good for certain things.  This summer, in fact, we are doing an extremely intensive project with him 
on protein folding. After all, proteins fold in a millisecond, but the best computers for doing this, like 
David Shaw’s Anton, take months to fold a small protein.  And those are multi-million dollar machines! 
There is something wrong with that picture, because clearly, the protein is not computing like Anton does.  
So it is quite possible that there are other paradigms that could work better. 

Beyond the puzzle aspects, are there other characteristics of the types of problems that you like? 

I am really interested in very challenging problems in any part of computer science.  I think there is going 
to be a lot more autonomy in computing systems. Even in sensor networks there has to be a lot more 
autonomy, because you can’t possibly go out and repair all these sensors.  It is even more so in some of 
the wild things that people are doing, like in DNA computing, where there are literally billions of little 
DNAs running around annealing with another, or even in cellular computing where on your thumb you 
have more cells, little pieces of bacteria, than all the people who live on the planet.  It is just an enormous 
question of scale. There are going to be interesting problems where you don’t have control of the 
computing elements: how can you nevertheless solve big problems?  These problems will involve data in 
as much as each of these computing elements will have data.   I think challenges like that will be entirely 
new and possibly give entirely fresh perspectives on all aspects of computer science, including databases. 

Among all your past research, do you have a favorite piece of work? 

I have enjoyed so many things that I have done. I really like that some of the work has surprising 
applications.  We have gotten requests for the tree matching software from sociologists, linguists, all 
kinds of people.  The time series work that we’ve done has been downloaded by the usual suspects on 
Wall Street, but also has been used by people who are interested in “query by humming”, in music, and 
also in astrophysics!  So sometimes, the work has found a new life in unexpected ways.  I have really 
enjoyed large data puzzles, where there is a lot of data, but also some combinatorial structure to make use 
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of. I don’t really like problems without a combinatorial structure, that are just large for large’s sake; I 
guess nobody does.  If there is a nice puzzle, something clever that we can do, then I really like it. 

Do you have any words of advice for fledgling or mid-career database researchers? 

The advice I have is almost the same as the advice that Dijkstra gave when we interviewed him for Out of 
Their Minds.  He said, “Choose problems that are at the limit of your ability, not too hard, but not too 
easy either.”  Before you have tenure, you have to publish, but nevertheless, it is important to realize that 
you want to publish things that people will appreciate, that people will say, “Yeah, this was clever, and I 
couldn’t have done that,” or, “If I could have done it, I would have been really proud of it.”  My other 
advice is to go out in industry, or government, or wherever, and find people who have real problems.  
When the founder of my institute, Richard Courant, came to America, he would take his students to large 
engineering organizations and tell them to talk to the engineers.  Not to the physicists and not to the 
mathematicians there, but to the engineers, because they knew what the real problems were.  I really 
believe in that advice because it has led me to database tuning, to the time series work, to work with the 
biologists and write a funny little book called Statistics Is Easy – every time I have done something it is 
because something real I have seen has motivated me to do it.  Sometimes it is not research in the hardest 
sense, e.g., Statistics Is Easy is just an easy introduction to resampling statistics.  But it is nevertheless 
useful because most computer scientists don’t like statistics.  I think utility is a great motivator, and I 
think it is sometimes underestimated in academia.   

If you could change one thing about yourself as a computer scientist, what would it be? 

That’s a good question.  I am curious about many things, and sometimes that leads me to try to do too 
much.  I am working with biologists, I am doing a DNA computing project; I think it is great for students, 
because they gain a lot from it, but sometimes it doesn’t end in, let’s say, a publication.  I’m not really too 
worried about that, but I think that would be the one thing I would change: I would maybe say no more. 

How do the students get jobs if the work does not lead to publications? Even if you have tenure, your 
students will be looking for jobs, and if they don’t have the publications they can’t get the jobs. 

I quickly evaluate whether a student is likely to go to academia.  Many students don’t really want to.  If 
the student does, then we concentrate more on publications.  Of course, sometimes I am wrong.  I had a 
wonderful student named Yunyue Zhu who won a best paper award in time series, beautiful publication 
record, and then he went off to Wall Street because the money was so good!  So what can I do? 

Is he still on Wall Street? 

Yeah!  You see the headlines about Wall Street, and you think the world is coming to an end. But there 
were a lot of people on Wall Street who did extremely well, and all my students there are completely 
employed.  It is a very funny difference between the headlines and what’s actually going on. 

Thank you very much for talking with me today! 

It’s a pleasure, thank you so much, Marianne. 
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ABSTRACT
We analyze the author affiliations of database publica-
tions to determine the main institutions contributing re-
search results in our field. We consider the publications
of the last decade (2000—2009) that appeared in the top
conferences SIGMOD and VLDB and in the VLDBJ
and TODS journals. We determine the top affiliations in
terms of number of papers and aggregate the numbers at
the levels of entire countries and continents. Further, we
analyze to which degree authors from different affilia-
tions and countries cooperate on jointly authored papers,
and study the development over time. We also consider
the number and size of affiliations of different countries.

1. INTRODUCTION
Previous bibliographic studies of computer science
and database publications mainly focused on the
number of papers and citations per author or per
venue as well as co-authorship relations [4, 6-9]. How-
ever, there has been very little analysis of the affilia-
tion of authors to determine where research results
are produced. Commercial bibliography services such
as Elsevier Scopus and Thomson Web of Science pro-
vide some affiliation information but are still mainly
limited to journals. By missing most conferences
they do not sufficiently cover the computer science
research literature. In [8] the affiliations of database
publications have already been evaluated but based
on a largely manual effort. The study only consid-
ered first author affiliations of publications with
more than 20 citations at the time of the evaluation.
In this paper we present a more comprehensive

affiliation analysis (considering all authors) based
on a largely automatic determination of author affil-
iations. Determining the affiliation information auto-
matically is quite challenging and requires a substan-
tial effort for information extraction, data cleaning
and matching heterogeneous representations of the
same affiliations. We mainly extracted the affilia-
tion data from bibliographic portal web sites, such
as ACM Digital Library and SpringerLink; in some

cases we had to extract the information from lists of
accepted papers or directly from the fulltext docu-
ments. For conferences, we also determined the type
of paper (research, industry, demo) which required
the integration of further information such as the ta-
bles of contents. The collected affiliation strings are
highly heterogeneous (frequent use of acronyms and
abbreviations, etc.), often inconsistent and partially
incomplete (e.g., “Microsoft Research” without city
information). Consider for instance the two strings
“MIT” and “Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, MA 02139,
Cambridge, USA” referring to the same institution
(neglecting department). The pursued approach for
entity recognition and affiliation matching (utilizing
existing web search engines) is described in [1]. We
extract institution and location information from
the affiliation strings but ignore departmental infor-
mation as this information is unstable over time and
not always given. Our affiliation information is thus
at the level of institution and city from where it can
be aggregated at coarser geographic levels such as
country and continent.

Our affiliation analysis focuses on database publi-
cations of two top database conferences (ACM SIG-
MOD, VLDB) and two top journals (ACM TODS,
VLDB Journal) over ten years (2000 until 2009).
These venues are known to be highly selective and
of high quality so that (frequent) publications in
these venues can be viewed as a quality indicator
not only for authors but also their institutes. In this
initial study, we will analyze the number of papers
of different affiliations and their countries and conti-
nents, and study the development over time. We also
analyze to which degree authors from different affilia-
tions and countries cooperate on jointly authored pa-
pers. Furthermore, we evaluate the number and size
of affiliations of different countries. Due to space con-
straints, we leave an affiliation-based citation analy-
sis for future work. At dbs.uni-leipzig.de/affiliations
we set up a website to browse the papers.
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In the next section, we provide some base statis-
tics on the considered publications. In section 3 we
study author affiliations at the levels of continents
and countries while section 4 focuses on the top
affiliations and the most prolific authors within.

2. BASE DATA
Table 1 provides some base statistics for the con-
sidered papers in the four venues (TODS, VLDBJ,
SIGMOD, VLDB). It shows the number of papers
that appeared in the two journals and the two con-
ference series. The conference papers are further
discriminated by track into research, industrial, and
demo papers. In the lower part of the table we dif-
ferentiate the paper counts by first and second five
year spans; we will use these two time intervals to
illustrate some temporal trends.

In total we analyze the author affiliations for more
than 2,700 papers: over 1,900 research papers and
more than 800 demo and industrial papers. Slightly
more than a quarter of the research publications
appeared in the two journals (per year about 50
on average vs. 140 research papers in the two con-
ferences). The number of papers per year almost
doubled during the decade (188 in 2001 vs. 352 in
2009); about 60% of the papers appeared in the
second half of the decade.

Year pubs Jrn. Conf. Conf. track: r, i, d res.

2000 188 26 162 95 31 36 121
2001 203 35 168 103 28 37 138
2002 212 32 180 111 32 37 143
2003 225 35 190 128 17 45 163
2004 292 42 250 150 43 57 192
2005 295 54 241 150 38 53 204
2006 276 56 220 141 26 53 197
2007 318 52 266 175 27 64 227
2008 360 91 269 179 30 60 270
2009 352 83 269 171 39 59 254

1st 5y 1,120 170 950 587 151 212 757
2nd 5y 1,596 331 1,265 816 160 289 1,147

Decade 2,716 501 2,215 1,403 311 501 1,904

Table 1: Base data per year and 5-year periods

Most publications have more than one author so
that it is of interest to what degree authors of differ-
ent affiliations and countries publish together. Fig. 1
provides some base information in this respect by
illustrating the relative shares of publications with
specific numbers of authors, affiliations, and coun-
tries. We observe that less than 5% of all demo and
research papers and 25% of the industrial papers
are written by a single author; the majority of re-
search publications share two to four authors. While
the majority of industrial and demo papers origi-

Figure 1: Frequency distribution of publications with
distinct number of authors, affiliations, or countries

nate from a single affiliation, there are slightly more
research papers from two or more affiliations than
from a single institution. Almost 25% of the research
papers have authors from two or more countries. Ta-
ble 2 lists the average number of authors, affiliations,
countries, and continents per paper. Interestingly,
research papers involve on average more affiliations
and countries per paper despite a lower number of
authors than industrial and demo papers.

Entity/track research industrial demo

Author 3.34 3.68 4.58
Affiliation 1.73 1.51 1.62
Country 1.30 1.15 1.25
Continent 1.21 1.08 1.15

Table 2: Average participants per paper by track

Figure 2: Geographic distribution of affiliations pub-
lishing in the top database venues in the last decade

The map in Fig. 2 pinpoints places of the world
with papers in our collection. Larger bubbles denote
more papers, visualizing the concentration of larger
paper counts to only few hubs (US West and East
Coast/Great Lakes, Central Europe, Hong Kong,
and Singapore).
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3. CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES
We first analyze which continents and countries pub-
lished most papers in the considered top venues and
how the productivity developed during the decade.
The reported number of papers per entity, e.g. au-
thor, affiliation (institution, city), country or conti-
nent, is derived by crediting each entity once when
at least one author of the paper is affiliated with
it. Thus, the sum of papers can be larger than the
sum of unique papers due to multiple authors. In
the following tables 3 to 7 we list this total number
of papers as pubs. We also report fractional counts
(frac) where each author (and her affiliation, coun-
try or continent) is credited only the n-th part of a
paper in case of n authors [2, 5]. This is a simple
approach to account for cooperative efforts since the
fractional counts sum up to the total number of pa-
pers. Furthermore, as rough indicators for the degree
of cooperation, the average number of contributing
entities (authors, affiliations, countries, continents)
per paper are shown in the tables. We also list the
number of affiliations (institutions at the city level)
that contributed publications.

3.1 Continents
We aggregate author affiliations into countries as well
as into the continents North America (N.A.), Europe,
and Asia. We further aggregate Africa, Oceania, and
South America into the Southern Hemisphere (S.H.)
as only few papers originate from this region. We
observe from Table 3 that by far most papers origi-
nate from affiliations in North America (USA and
Canada). Almost three quarters of the research pa-
pers as well as the industry/demo papers have at
least one author from this area. Europe contributes
the second most papers followed by Asia. The num-
ber of contributing affiliations is somewhat differ-
ently distributed since less than 50% (283 of 623)
are located in North America. The number of affili-
ations is relatively high for Europe as we will cover
further when discussing the country and affiliation
statistics. The level of cooperations (average number
of continents per paper) is higher for continents with
fewer papers indicating that they depend most on
cooperations with affiliations from other continents
to publish in the top venues.

Cont. affil pubs frac res, ind, dem C./p (r i d)

N.A. 283 1,982 1,766 1,396, 258, 328 1.3, 1.1, 1.2
Europe 217 642 504 436, 046, 160 1.4, 1.3, 1.3
Asia 95 513 309 407, 029, 077 1.5, 1.4, 1.4
S.H. 28 79 51 63, 003, 013 1.8, 2.0, 1.8

Table 3: Publication counts per continent

Figure 3: Research paper trends by continent

Fig. 3 illustrates how the number of research papers
per continent developed during the decade. While
the number of papers increased for all continents
during the decade, the strongest increases are ob-
served for Asia and North America. Asia caught up
with Europe in the last years and the lead of North
America has even increased during the decade. The
trends for industrial and demo papers are similar,
albeit Europe has retained a lead over Asia so far.

3.2 Countries
Table 4 lists top countries contributing most pub-
lications in the three categories research, industry,
and demo. We observe that USA leads by far for
all three paper categories. Germany and Canada
are runners up for industrial and demo papers, and
also among the top countries for research papers.
The fractional paper counts lead to a largely similar
ordering of countries but can be better used to de-
termine the relative paper shares per country (since
the fractional counts sum up to the total number of
papers). For instance, the fractional numbers show
that US authors contribute about 60%, 75% and
53% of all research, industry and demo papers, re-
spectively. This underlines that the US dominance
is especially pronounced for industrial papers as the
major DBMS vendors are from the US. The table
also differentiates the number of papers in the first
and second half of the decade illustrating some in-
teresting trends. Regarding research publications,
China and Singapore more than tripled their number
of papers in the second half of the decade. For the
whole decade, this helped China and Singapore to
contribute the second and fifth most research papers
from all countries. The dominance of US institu-
tions has slightly reduced since the share of research
papers with an US-based co-author changed from
72% in the first to 67% (770/1147) in the second
half of the decade. Also, the UK and Australia have
achieved significant increases in the second half of
the decade, positioning them among top ten.
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country affils pubs frac cntr/p 1st 2nd

USA 179 1,315 1,131 1.32 545 770
China 24 176 124 1.73 37 139
Canada 15 160 93 1.89 61 99
Germany 50 147 109 1.53 69 78
Singapore 4 102 64 1.92 24 78
Italy 23 57 36 1.70 22 35
France 24 56 37 1.79 32 24
India 14 56 38 1.63 30 26
UK 10 46 29 1.83 10 36
Australia 14 46 31 1.76 5 41

USA 115 247 231 1.15 118 129
Germany 22 23 17 1.48 11 12
Canada 10 23 16 1.61 14 9
India 11 13 9 1.62 7 6
South Korea 6 6 5 1.00 1 5

USA 116 305 267 1.28 124 181
Germany 35 73 58 1.38 28 45
Canada 11 45 27 1.80 20 25
China 19 32 23 1.78 12 20
Italy 16 28 20 1.63 13 15

Table 4: Countries by research, industrial, demo

The average number of countries per paper in Table 4
is especially high for Canada and Singapore, denot-
ing an over-average amount of cooperations with au-
thors from one or more other countries. The high de-
gree of cooperation also led to significantly reduced
fractional paper counts for these countries. To gain
additional insight, we illustrate in Fig. 4 the number
of intra- and cross-country papers for the top five
countries. It shows the amount of papers attributed
to a single country and between countries, giving
overall as well as research, demo, and industrial
counts. We observe that cross country collaboration
mostly takes place in connection with the USA, espe-
cially regarding neighboring Canada, where nearly
as many research papers were co-authored with US-
based authors as without. Singapore authors co-
published to a similar degree with authors from
USA and China. Both Germany and China pub-
lished most papers with co-authors from their own
country and co-published a similar number of papers
with colleagues from US institutions. While we can-
not derive a strong connection between the degree
of collaboration and productivity (similar as in [3]),
it seems that countries like Singapore and Canada
having fewer affiliations than China and Germany
were able to substantially benefit from the higher
degree of international collaboration.
As shown in Table 4 there are significant differ-

ences in the number of contributing affiliations per
country even for countries with a comparable num-
ber of papers. For instance, Germany has many more
research affiliations (50) than China, Canada, and
especially Singapore (4). To further analyze this ob-

Figure 4: Intra- and cross-country co-operations

servation we also determine the number of authors
per affiliation (within the considered ten years) as
an indicator of the affiliation size. In Fig. 5 we illus-
trate for every country its number of affiliations and
the average affiliation size; the bubble size indicates
the number of papers of the country. We observe
that from the five leading countries Germany has the
smallest average number of authors per affiliation (6)
while Singapore has the largest average group size
of 22; the average size of US institutions is twice as
high as for Germany. We conclude that large teams
with many authors are generally favorable to achieve
a high number of papers in the considered quality
venues. This will also be confirmed in the next sec-
tion indicating that the size of the top affiliations is
significantly above the country averages.

Figure 5: Country publications by no. of affiliations
vs. average no. of authors within affiliations
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4. AFFILIATIONS AND AUTHORS

4.1 Institutions
Table 5 lists the affiliations contributing most pub-
lications in the research, industry, and demo cate-
gories. We consider all departments of an institution
or company located in the same city as one affiliation
resulting in several affiliations for companies such
as IBM or Microsoft. The table shows that three
US companies with large research departments con-
tribute most research papers in the last decade: IBM
San Jose, Microsoft Redmond, and AT&T Florham
Park. IBM and Microsoft are also top contributors
for industrial and demo papers while DBMS vendor
Oracle is only prominently visible for industrial pa-
pers. Microsoft Research nearly doubled the number
of research papers in the second half of the decade
and outnumbered its competitors in this time period.
Regarding research publications from academia

we observe that universities from Singapore and
Hong Kong have achieved similarly high publication
counts as the traditionally strong US universities
Stanford, Wisconsin, and Berkeley. While Berke-
ley and especially Stanford had declining publica-
tion counts in the second half of the decade, the
National University of Singapore (NUS) and Hong
Kong UST had strong increases. Further affiliations
with a strongly growing number of research papers
include the Canadian universities of Toronto and
Waterloo, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
When aggregating the paper counts per institution
across all locations, most research papers come from
IBM followed by Microsoft (196 and 128 papers).
Aggregating at the city level (across all institutions)
reveals that most research publications (133) origi-
nate from Hong Kong.

The last column in Table 5 indicates the number of
authors contributing to the affiliations’ publications.
In general the teams of the listed affiliations are
very large. With the exception of AT&T, the top
ten research affiliations have teams of about 50 or
more active authors; the by far largest number of
authors (126) comes from IBM San Jose. AT&T
has the highest average number of institutions per
paper indicating a strong degree of collaboration
with other affiliations. Such intensive collaborations
seem to facilitate a high number of publications with
a moderate number of local authors.

Despite the high number of research papers from
Europe (cf. Table 3), no European institution is
among the top 20 listed in Table 5. A likely reason
for this is the low average affiliation size that we
observe for most European countries in Fig. 5. Ta-
ble 6 shows which European institutions contributed

Institution pubs frac inst/p 1st 2nd aut

IBM, San Jose 115 73 2.04 49 66 126
Microsoft, Redmond 110 67 1.97 39 71 52
AT&T, Florham Park 87 43 2.44 49 38 35
Natl. Univ. of
Singapore

83 55 1.98 23 60 74

Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison

81 55 1.88 38 43 71

Stanford University 81 52 1.80 54 27 66
Hong Kong Univ. of
Science and
Technology

79 46 2.29 27 52 49

Univ. of California,
Berkeley

67 45 1.85 37 30 65

Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign

65 43 1.98 25 40 49

Univ. of Maryland,
College Park

58 41 1.81 30 28 49

Univ. of Toronto 58 32 2.29 15 43 37
Univ. of Washington
Seattle

57 41 1.82 30 27 38

Bell, Murray Hill 55 32 2.13 41 14 35
Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor

49 31 2.02 22 27 32

CMU, Pittsburgh 47 28 2.19 23 24 48
Purdue Univ., West
Lafayette

41 26 2.02 15 26 39

Chinese Univ. of
Hong Kong

41 23 2.32 6 35 32

IBM, Yorktown
Heights

39 19 2.21 15 24 31

Univ. of Waterloo 37 22 1.89 9 28 26
UC Riverside 37 19 2.38 13 24 31

Oracle, Redwood
Shores

42 33 1.67 13 29 88

Microsoft, Redmond 35 31 1.54 16 19 83
IBM, San Jose 24 20 1.58 16 8 64
Oracle, Nashua 16 11 1.88 7 9 33
IBM, Toronto 16 9 1.94 11 5 26

IBM, San Jose 29 21 2.07 10 19 73
Microsoft, Redmond 24 17 2.00 5 19 58
Univ. of Toronto 20 13 1.90 8 12 25
AT&T 19 8 2.58 11 8 18
WPI, Worcester 17 14 1.35 9 8 42

Table 5: Institutions by research, industrial, demo

most research papers. We observe that only two in-
stitutions had more than 20 active authors so that
– with the exceptions of ETH Zurich and INRIA,
the team sizes of the leading European database
affiliations are substantially below the ones of the
globally leading affiliations.

4.2 Authors
As authors drive the productivity of their affilia-
tion, we finally investigate which authors contributed
most research, industrial, and demo papers (Table 7).
Some authors published their papers for up to four
different affiliations. Regarding research publications,
the two most prolific authors come from industry
labs (Microsoft, AT&T). The other authors in the re-
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Institution pubs frac inst/p 1st 2nd aut

ETH Zurich 29 23 1.52 11 18 39
Aalborg University 26 14 1.96 11 15 18
Univ. of Edinburgh 25 15 2.16 5 20 16
INRIA Le Chesnay 23 12 2.35 20 3 33
Univ. of Athens 22 12 2.32 6 16 17
MPI Saarbrücken 17 12 1.71 2 15 9
CWI Amsterdam 14 12 1.43 5 9 15
Univ. of Munich 12 9 1.67 10 2 20

Table 6: Top European research institutions

search top ten are mostly from American and Asian
universities. Some leading affiliations (IBM San Jose,
Stanford) have no author in the top ten for research
papers. The authors with most demos are primarily
from universities that apparently emphasize building
of prototypes. There are significant differences in
the average number of authors per paper. For the
most prolific authors of research papers, this value
is generally higher than for all research papers (av-
erage 3.43, Table 2) and the highest value is noted
for the top listed researcher D. Srivastava. On the
other hand, S. Chaudhuri has a relatively low (and
below average) number of co-authors indicating that
a very high productivity can also be achieved with
a moderate level of cooperation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the author affiliations of database pub-
lications that appeared in four top venues in the
last decade. We observed that most papers originate
from US institutions and that industry labs run by
IBM, Microsoft, and AT&T are most prolific. Asian
institutions have achieved a comparable research out-
put as European institutions. Top universities from
Singapore and Hong Kong have reached a similar
number of publications as the traditionally strong
US universities Stanford, Wisconsin, and Berkeley.
Almost all research papers are co-authored; half

of them involve at least two affiliations and almost
a quarter two or more countries. The most frequent
cross-national co-authorships occur between USA
and Canada; Singapore has frequent cooperations
with USA and China. The most prolific affiliations
have relatively large teams; a high degree of collabo-
ration also tends to improve the publication counts
in the considered top venues. Europe hosts many
but mostly small affiliations that do not yet achieve
the paper counts of the top affiliations world-wide.
In future work, we plan to evaluate additional

aspects such as affiliation-specific citation counts.

Author affiliations pubs frac aut/p 1st 2nd

D Srivastava AT&T 39 10 4.31 20 19
S Chaudhuri Microsoft
Redmond

38 13 3.00 19 19

N Koudas AT&T, UW
Seattle, Univ. Toronto

36 10 3.81 11 25

MN Garofalakis Bell, UC
Berkeley, Yahoo, TU Crete

35 12 3.29 19 16

Y Tao HKUST, CityU of
HK, CMU Pittsburgh,
CUHK, Univ. of HK

34 12 3.38 13 21

J Han SFU Vancouver, U
of I at Urbana-Champaign

34 10 3.74 13 21

HV Jagadish UMich Ann
Arbor, AT&T

33 11 3.61 15 18

D Papadias HKUST 32 10 3.41 16 16
R Ramakrishnan
UW-Madison, Yahoo

32 9 4.09 6 26

BC Ooi Natl. Univ. of
Singapore

32 8 3.97 11 21

MJ Carey Propel
Software San Jose, BEA
San Jose, UC Irvine

9 3 6.67 4 5

C Galindo-Legaria
Microsoft Redmond

8 3 3.50 5 3

M Poess Oracle Redwood
Shores

7 3 2.57 3 4

E Rundensteiner WPI
Worcester

17 4 5.18 9 8

G Weikum MPI Saarbr.,
Univ. Saarbrücken

12 3 4.67 4 8

J Pei SFU Vancouver,
SUNY Buffalo

11 3 4.73 7 4

Table 7: Authors by research, industrial, demo
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1. MOTIVATION
With the increase of publicly available software

repositories, we face new challenges related to man-
aging and mining large-scale software repositories.
These challenges naturally call for novel research
contributions from large-scale data management and
mining researchers. Software repositories include
multi-version source code, bug reports, and develop-
ment history, and managing these repositories has
been recognized as an important task in software
design, development, and maintenance processes.
Due to these emerging challenges, many recent

publications in major software engineering confer-
ences and journals, such as ICSE, FSE, or TSE,
have been contributed by database and mining re-
searchers. To showcase some such efforts, mining
approaches have been used for a corpus of failing
traces, automatically collected from users experi-
enced crashes. This corpus can assist developers to
diagnose faults, prioritize handling of those faults,
and locate faults in the code. Assuming similar
faults have similar traces, mining approaches have
been applied to mine similar past traces [5]. Once
found, the fault location of the past trace can then
be used to predict the location of the given trace.
Similarly, developers, looking for related code de-
veloped in the past for reference, want an instant
search of clones, which is essentially a ranked sim-
ilarity search problem [4]. These efforts have been
reported to increase the productivity of software de-
velopers, while enhancing the quality of code pro-
duced at the same time. Related efforts have also
been reported in major human computer interaction
conferences, such as SIGCHI. One example of re-
cent research is Blueprint [2], which developed inter-
faces integrating instant source code and document
searches for developers’ code development sessions.
Another example is Code Bubbles [1], proposing
an interface to help developers effectively navigate
code fragments spread all over a large corpus.

As these examples show, we observe emerging
data management challenges from software prob-
lems that are highly relevant to database researchers.

• O1: Software as a web-scale repository
A recent study [6] shows that an open-source
code corpus can be as large as 420 million lines
of source code and most code shares a similar
structure, which positively suggests that min-
ing for related code can be effective most of
the time. However, this study reports that
such analysis can take up to four months of
CPU time, which invites effective indexing and
mining techniques for large-scale repositories.

• O2: Software as an evolving repository
However, source code repositories are reported
to evolve over time. Such evolution has been
noticed in software engineering research, and
for evolving repositories, versioned index struc-
tures [3] studied in database research may en-
able efficient retrieval of evolutions.

• O3: Software as a complex data struc-
ture Many analysis schemes represent a piece
of software code using different data structures.
A parse tree is one example and a call graph
is another. Alternatively, it could be high-
dimensional vectors [4]. In all cases, an effi-
cient similarity search is non-trivial and database
techniques for complex data retrieval can be
highly relevant.

• O4: Software as a social network Mean-
while, source code is reported to be a small
part of a big underlying repository, where code
is interconnected with related documents (bug
reports or testing documents) and also people
in charge of software segments. This forms a
large-scale development social network 1.

1http://code.google.com/apis/opensocial/
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The aim of the DSMM workshop, co-located with
CIKM, was to draw the attention of database re-
searchers to emerging challenges in large-scale soft-
ware repositories. In particular, key topics discussed
in this workshop included:

• Software indexing and search techniques.

• Software pattern mining and management tech-
niques

• Management/mining of large-scale multi-version
source code corpora

• Case studies of management/mining of large-
scale software

2. WORKSHOP OUTLINE
This workshop was chaired by Audris Muckus

(Avaya Labs, USA), Seung-won Hwang (POSTECH,
Korea), and Sunghun Kim (HKUST, China). The
PC team consisted of 15 reviewers from research
labs and universities. Geographically, 10 review-
ers were from North America, 3 from Europe and
2 from Asia. Half of the reviewers came from the
software engineering community and the rest from
the database community. The workshop consisted
of three sessions, presented by one invited speaker
and six paper presenters, as we discuss in detail be-
low. A full list of speakers can be found at:
http://ids.postech.ac.kr/dsmm.

2.1 Invited Session
The keynote speech, entitled “Developing accu-

rate risk models requires mathematics, domain knowl-
edge and common sense, although not necessarily
in that order?” was delivered by Brendan Murphy
from Microsoft Research, Cambridge. He addressed
the challenge O1 and presented on the difficulty of
developing a risk model and getting a set of experi-
enced engineers to accept and use your risk model.
He then shared his experiences of developing such
a model for the Microsoft Windows operating sys-
tem and how getting engineers to accept the model
is only possible by understanding the limitations of
the model developed. His speech provided the par-
ticipants with insights into how industry software is
actually developed and how mathematics may not
necessarily solve all problems encountered from in-
dustry development processes.

2.2 Research Session I: Software Develop-
ment Process

This session had three papers on how data man-
agement techniques can assist software development
processes.

The first presentation, entitled “Tree-pattern-based
duplicate code detection”, discussed the problem of
automatically and accurately finding code clones in
program files. In particular, this paper addressed
the challenge O3 and abstracted the problem as
tree-pattern mining and clustering. However, com-
paring every pair can be costly and the authors
present an efficient algorithm for this problem. Specif-
ically, clustering enables flexible clone detection, cov-
ering four known types of clones: exact, parameter-
substituted, structure-substituted, and non-contiguous
clones.
The second presentation, entitled “Mining soft-

ware repositories for bug detection requires accu-
rate techniques of identifying bug-fix revisions”, dis-
cussed repositories of bugs and their fixes. This talk
was related to the challenge O2 of managing evolv-
ing repositories of bug fixes. If a bug can be found
the repository and annotated with how it was fixed
in the past, we can automatically fix the bug guided
by the existing fix. As a preliminary to this ambi-
tious goal, the presenter discussed existing noises
in the repository and how to remove them auto-
matically. Specifically, the authors inspected bug-
fix revisions of three open source projects (Eclipse,
Lucene, and Columba) and categorized noises into
11 patterns. With these patterns identified, noise
elimination can be automated.
The third presenter could not present her work,

entitled “A case study on Model Driven Data Inte-
gration (MDDI) for Data Centric Software Develop-
ment”. According to her paper, her work described
MDDI, which is a data integration problem over
heterogeneous schemas, and presented challenges
related to the problem, using actual historical data
collected from universities. This paper was related
to the challenge O3.

2.3 Research Session II: Large-scale Soft-
ware Corpus

This session had three papers, related to main-
taining and mining software-related corpora.
The first presentation, entitled “Transaction syn-

chronization protocol using XML in client-Server
environment”, discussed versioned-repositories, such
as software repositories that are constantly revised
(and thus discussed the challenge O2). To keep
these repositories consistent, transaction synchro-
nization is an important problem: When clients
modify their local database, writing this transac-
tion back to the server and to all other clients re-
quires transaction synchronization. To achieve re-
liable and efficient transaction synchronization, the
presenter described an efficient protocol for trans-
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actional synchronization, using XML as a transfer
medium. This approach can significantly reduce the
cost of data transfer between server and clients, thus
increasing efficiency.
The second presentation, entitled “A method of

workload compression based on characteristics for
index selection”, discussed a corpus of database work-
loads for development-related data that are frequently
queried by developers. While managing such a work-
load provides important hints for optimizing the fu-
ture queries, keeping all the workloads incurs pro-
hibitive storage overheads. The presenter proposed
an effective compression algorithm, which can sig-
nificantly reduce the storage, without seriously com-
promising optimization quality for future queries.
Such compression can be useful for a large-scale
repository. This work discussed the challenge O1.
The last presentation, entitled “A targeted web

crawling for building malicious javascript collection”,
raised the interesting question of whether the detec-
tion of malicious javascript code can be enhanced
with a large corpus of malicious scripts. This prob-
lem is important, as malicious javascript frequently
serves as a starting point for web-based attacks,
in particular cross-site scripting. However, collect-
ing up-to-date repositories of scripts is a non-trivial
task. The presenter proposed a web crawler focused
on more likely locations of malicious scripts for this
task, and showed how this targeted web crawler per-
forms. This talk was related to the challenge of
large-scale repositories O1, but tackles the prob-
lem of “collecting” a repository with focus, namely
malicious Javascripts.

3. CONCLUSIONS
DSMM was the first CIKM-associated workshop

addressing the challenges of large-scale software repos-
itories. Among the experts gathered in three differ-
ent areas– program analysis, software engineering,
and databases– the following future directions were
discussed.
First, these challenges call for interdisciplinary ef-

forts. To encourage such efforts, workshops of an
interdisciplinary nature are useful. Though such in-
terdisciplinary workshops have been founded, they
are usually co-located at conferences related to one
specific domain and attendance tends to biased to-
ward that domain. It is thus still challenging to
invite multi-disciplinary papers and presentations
to one venue. Other efforts that do not require par-
ticipants to gather in one location can be explored.
Second, for research of this nature to accumulate,

releasing standard repositories, tasks, or benchmark
data should be encouraged and rewarded. Having

these common data, if successful, may address the
first challenge as well– different teams can submit
their work on common tasks and publish in jour-
nals. The participants expressed shared interest in
forums for continuing interdisciplinary discussions
on software repository management.
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1. OVERVIEW
The Dagstuhl BX seminar, held January 16–21,

2011, brought together researchers from 13 coun-
tries across disciplines that study bidirectional trans-
formations. It was a follow-up of the GRACE Inter-
national Meeting on Bidirectional Transformations
held in December 2008 near Tokyo, Japan [5]. This
consisted of short introductions from each of the
participants on their background and work, followed
by presentations and demonstrations on represen-
tative technologies from each field, and some open
discussion time. A major benefit of the GRACE
meeting was the opportunity for the disciplines to
get some initial exposure to each other.

The Dagstuhl seminar intended to go a step fur-
ther and begin to identify commonalities between
the disciplines and start to set a cross-disciplinary
research agenda. The first part of the seminar con-
sisted of tutorials from each of the four represented
disciplines. The second part consisted of cross-disciplinary
working groups dedicated to investigating specific
examples of commonality between solutions or iden-
tifying requirements, terminology, or scenarios that
may reach across fields. There were also sessions
in which participants gave position statements on
their own work.

Participants at both the Dagstuhl and GRACE
seminars came from four disciplines: (1) Program-
ming Languages, (2) Graph Transformations, (3)
Software Engineering, and (4) Databases. At Dagstuhl,
each of the first three disciplines made up about
2/7 of the participants, while databases took the
remaining 1/7 out of about 45 participants. Repre-
sentation from the database field was, nevertheless,
an improvement over the turnout from the GRACE
meeting.

2. TUTORIALS
The seminar opened with in-depth tutorials by

representatives from each of the four disciplines on
the various solutions to bidirectional transformation
problems offered by that discipline. In this section,
we present an overview of the material presented at
those sessions.1

Programming Languages (PL)
Recently, many linguistic approaches have been pro-
posed for describing bidirectional transformations
in the programming languages community [6, 3].
An easy but non-ideal approach is to write a pair
of transformation functions, one in each direction.
Although this approach can use existing languages
and works for simple transformations, scalability
and maintenance are difficult. Other approaches
specify both transformations with a single descrip-
tion. This tutorial surveyed recent work and pre-
sented promising approaches in detail.

First, Nate Foster gave an overview of design
choices in languages for bidirectional transforma-
tions and introduced a common vocabulary for com-
paring different approaches. Important design choices
include state-based versus operation-based updates,
the set of constraints on the forward and backward
transformations to ensure that they work well to-
gether, whether to allow freedom to choose a back-
ward transformation for a forward transformation,
and whether the backward transformation should
handle every pair of data sources.

Second, Robert Glück described reversible com-
puting and reversible languages [18]. Reversible com-
puting is the study of computing models that ex-
hibit both forward and backward determinism, while
reversible languages are used to describe injective
functions that can be effectively inverted. Reversible
languages include explicit postcondition assertions,

1For a complete list of all presentations and working
groups held at the seminar, consult the Dagstuhl site at
http://bit.ly/dagstuhl-bx.
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the ability to “un-call” a reversible procedure, and
the possibility of clean and garbage-free computa-
tion of injective functions.

Janis Voigtländer described a complement-based
approach to bidirectionalization [17] that automat-
ically constructs a backward function from a for-
ward function based on derivation of a constant-
complement. Three methods are introduced: algo-
rithmic generation based on the syntactic represen-
tation of the forward function, a semantic approach
from a polymorphic forward function using para-
metricity and free theorems, and an integration of
the previous two.

Next, Benjamin Pierce described lens combina-
tors [3], the use of type systems to establish well-
behavedness, and the issues surrounding the han-
dling of ordered data. The fundamental concepts
of bidirectional programming were explored in the
simplest imaginable setting, where data are strings,
types are regular expressions, and computation is
finite state transduction. Their design emphasizes
both robustness and ease of use, guaranteeing to-
tality as well as strong well-behavedness conditions
formulated as round-tripping laws.

Finally, Zhenjiang Hu introduced trace-based bidi-
rectionalization, which is used for bidirectionaliz-
ing graph transformations [10]. This talk explained
the basic idea of trace-based bidirectionalization,
and showed how to compute traces effectively and
how to propagate the view updates to the original
database safely.

Databases (DB)
The query-defined view is a widely studied way to
express a relationship between two models. Using
queries to define model relationships has several
benefits, including well-understood formal proper-
ties of query languages, the availability of robust
and mature implementations, and the convenience
of using the same language to specify both queries
and mappings.

Despite copious research (e.g., [2]), practical sup-
port for updatable views in commercial systems falls
well short of what research offers. Usability is among
the reasons for this. Many developers prefer to
specify the reverse mapping to a view manually as
triggers. Also, it is difficult to provide constructive
feedback as to why a given query is not reversible
and how to fix the problem.

The database tutorial, presented by Jean-Luc Hain-
aut, Anthony Clève, and James Terwilliger, focused
on alternatives for constructing updatable or bidi-
rectional mappings. For instance, anObject-Relational
Mapping (ORM) constructs an updatable object-

oriented view of relational data. ORM tools are
limited to transformations that are updatable (e.g.,
horizontal and vertical partitioning) and useful for
bridging the object-relational impedance mismatch
(e.g., inheritance mapping strategies like Table-per-
Hierarchy) [12].

Data Exchange mappings are expressed using queries
in a subset of first-order predicate calculus [1]. Re-
search on inverting such mappings has expanded to
include definitions of invertibility beyond those cov-
ered by classical updatable views. A mapping M
may have an inverse M−1 where M−1 ◦ M is not
the identity, but M◦M−1◦M ≡ M. At least three
such notions of inverse have now been studied, and
each has relative advantages and disadvantages.

One characteristic that query-defined views, ORMs,
and data exchange mappings all have in common
is a top-down, holistic specification. The alterna-
tive approach to specifying a bidirectional mapping
declaratively is to construct a mapping out of incre-
mental components. Each component has proven
bidirectional properties (not unlike a lens [4]), as
well as other properties that make the component
well-suited to the particular domain. For instance,
in the channels framework, each component is ca-
pable of transforming schema evolution primitives
and constraint declarations as well as queries and
updates against its view schema [16].

A prime example of a component-based solution
is DB-MAIN, an approach for managing multiple
model artifacts even across levels of abstraction [8].
It can establish a relationship between a concep-
tual model, its corresponding logical model, and
that model’s corresponding physical model. Com-
ponents in the DB-MAIN model describe how to
translate constructs in one level of abstraction into
another, and can thus handle most of the operations
typically handled by ORMs.

Graph Transformations (GT)
Graph grammars were invented in the 1970s as a
generalization of Chomsky Grammars. Graph trans-
formation tools are often used for the formal speci-
fication of in-place model transformations or unidi-
rectional transformations between different model-
ing and graph languages. Triple Graph Grammars
(TGGs) have been developed for declarative and
rule-based description of bidirectional transforma-
tions between related graph languages [15]. For-
mally, a TGG describes a language of graph triples
with the first components being elements from the
source language, the second components being in-
stances of traceability relationships between source
and target language elements, and the third com-
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ponents being elements from the target language.
The first part of the GT tutorial, given by Andy

Schürr, introduced the basic ideas of, and motiva-
tions for, the TGG formalism. It allows for the high-
level description of functional and non-functional
relationships between pairs of graphs. A family of
graph transformations is derived from such a TGG
specification that supports batch transformation and
incremental change propagation scenarios in both
directions as well as checking the consistency of
given pairs of graphs. Traceability relationships be-
tween elements of related pairs of graphs are created
and updated as a side effect [11]. The first part of
the tutorial thereby prepared the ground for the sec-
ond part presented by Frank Herrmann. This part
sketched the formal background of TGGs based on
category theory and related techniques for the ver-
ification of important properties of TGGs and de-
rived graph translators. It also introduced a number
of analysis techniques for the formal verification of
desirable properties of TGGs including:

• Correctness which guarantees that graph tu-
ples resulting from generated graph translators
are instances of the relevant TGG language

• Completeness which guarantees that the gen-
erated graph translators can always translate
updates of schema-compliant source graphs into
updates of schema-compliant target graphs (and
vice-versa)

Related techniques are also used for detection and
resolution of conflicts between different translation
rules and for improving the efficiency of generated
engineering tool integrators [9].

Software Engineering (SE)
Model transformations are a key ingredient of model-
driven development[13], a paradigm in which most
design decisions are embodied in (graphical) mod-
els rather than in (textual) code. Several different
models may be used in conjunction, each in a nota-
tion chosen to suit a particular task. Models, and
code, may be partly or completely generated from
other models using transformations. In the sim-
plest case, a transformation may be just a kind of
compilation: for example, code may be generated
from a model by a transformation, and if the model
changes, the code can be generated afresh.

As Krzysztof Czarnecki explained, the question
of whether an individual model is valid is already
quite complex; a model must meet both local struc-
tural requirements and constraints which may be
global. One of the challenges for a model trans-
formation language, even in the relatively simple
unidirectional case, is that the transformation must

not modify a model in such a way as to make it
cease to conform to its metamodel.

The central challenge for this Dagstuhl meeting,
however, was bidirectionality. There will typically
be human input into both models, and each model
will embody information that is not representable in
the other. That is, this typical situation is symmet-
ric. The job of the transformation is now to main-
tain consistency, bidirectionally. An important sub-
problem is to be able to check consistency – bearing
in mind that the consistency relation may be non-
bijective – and for this reason bijective model trans-
formation formalisms tend to be relational in the
sense that the consistency relation is more clearly
apparent from the notation than the procedures for
restoring consistency.

Relations in such a formalism (e.g., QVT-R [14])
are superficially similar to rules in graph transfor-
mations. There is a notion of matching a pattern in
a model, that is, identifying a part of a model which
is relevant to a particular relation; each match pro-
vokes some check of, or modification to, the other
model. Beyond this opinions and formalisms differ
widely. There may or may not be a well-defined cor-
responding part of the other model, which may or
may not be recorded in some kind of linking struc-
ture. A linking structure may be formally defined
as part of the definition of the transformation lan-
guage, may be left implicit, or may have to be con-
structed by a human with heuristic tool support.

A related issue is the use, or not, of a record of
the changes made to a model. Such a record can
ease consistency maintenance at some pragmatic
cost. As one point in the space of design possibili-
ties, Stephan Hildebrandt introduced the language
MoTE [7], which uses a combination of explicit link
information and change notification to manage con-
sistency.

3. WORKING GROUPS
What follows is a sampling of the seven working

groups that met, and some key conclusions from
them.

Taxonomy and Scenarios
Two groups focused on documenting commonality
across disciplines by examining common terminol-
ogy and scenarios. Despite working towards similar
and sometimes identical research goals, the words
used to describe concepts in those disciplines were
vastly different. For instance, the word “model” in
one discipline corresponds to “meta-model” in an-
other discipline, and to “instance” in yet another
discipline. Also, for a given scenario — say, object-
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relational mappings — different disciplines had dif-
ferent pivot points of research; GT focuses on man-
aging model relationships via grammar rules ex-
pressed at the meta-model level, while DB focuses
on managing instances via formal properties expressed
at the model level. The documentation of these
groups will hopefully serve as fodder in future work-
shops on establishing a bidirectional transformation
benchmark.

Mathematical Foundations of Lenses
The group on mathematical foundations of lenses
served as a tutorial to most of the group on the
connections between lenses and mathematical for-
malism. Michael Johnson demonstrated how lenses
can be represented mathematically either as mon-
ads or as co-monads. Using these mathematical
formalisms, one can prove why (and when) certain
properties of lenses are important. One can also
leverage monads to prove or discover properties of
lenses that might not be immediately apparent.

One unfinished line of thought surrounded a po-
tential link between lenses and data exchange. Database
literature formalizes a data exchange mapping us-
ing predicate calculus, but practitioners outside the
database field sometimes formalize similar mappings
as a pair of adjacent lenses with opposing polarity.
A mathematical link between lenses and data ex-
change may be intrinsically interesting, and might
yield new results when considered within monadic
formalism as well.

Reversible Programming and Graph Transforma-
tions
This group started with a broader discussion and
classification of concepts for specifying and imple-
menting a bidirectional programming language. Janus
was, among other things, used as a running exam-
ple for this purpose. The focus later turned towards
a comparison of the pros and cons of BX program-
ming languages like Janus on one hand and TGGs
on the other hand. The conclusion was drawn that
languages like Janus are well-suited for handling
projections and arithmetic operation, but have prob-
lems handling complex data structures. TGGs are
exactly the opposite, so the combination of these
two lines of research seems promising.

4. FUTURE WORK
We went to Dagstuhl knowing that longer-term

ideas like a common research agenda or benchmark
would take more than a single week. The partici-
pants decided on several follow-up actions to keep
work progressing:

• A follow-up meeting in the same style as GRACE
and Dagstuhl to continue collaborating on a
cross-disciplinary research agenda

• Workshops at conferences associated with each
discipline to work toward specific, targeted goals
(a first one has already been scheduled asso-
ciated with GTTSE 2011, and will focus on
developing a benchmark2; a second follow-up
event has just been accepted as a satellite work-
shop for ETAPS)

• Tutorials and other education-minded events
at conferences to continue bringing awareness
of bidirectional solutions from other disciplines,
as well as awareness of the general BX effort

• Smaller-scale research cooperations that com-
bine techniques from different fields like merg-
ing concepts from bidirectional programming
languages and triple graph grammars as envis-
aged in one of the seminar’s working groups.

In particular, a goal of the upcoming seminars
and workshops is to increase database community
participation. The bidirectional transformation prob-
lem has origins deep in the database community [2],
but has grown so that solutions are being driven
from many directions in different fields across com-
puter science. The plan is to hold some of the tu-
torials or workshops at database venues to help so-
licit ideas and opportunities for collaboration; de-
tails will be made available once they are scheduled.
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Report on DEIS’10: Advanced School on Data
Exchange, Information, and Streams

(A GI-Dagstuhl Seminar)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most computer scientists are familiar with the

Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz Center for Informatics
or, simply, Dagstuhl as the place “where computer
scientists meet”. Over the years, literally thousands
of computer scientists have attended one or more
Dagstuhl seminars in which participants spend a
week interacting with colleagues in an informal set-
ting by sharing new results and work in progress,
exchanging ideas, or embarking on new collabora-
tions. Alongside these year-round seminars, how-
ever, Dagstuhl also hosts a different kind of event
that is expressly geared towards students and post-
doctoral scholars. Specifically, Dagstuhl is also the
home of the GI-Dagstuhl Seminars1, which are spon-
sored jointly by the German Society for Informat-
ics (GI) and the Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz Cen-
ter for Informatics. The designated purpose of GI-
Dagstuhl Seminars is to enable young researchers
to learn about new developments in a particular
area of research through active engagement in the
seminar, which is typically organized by an inter-
national team of senior researchers. GI-Dagstuhl
Seminars take place by far less frequently than reg-
ular Dagstuhl-Seminars; actually, only one or two
such seminars has taken place each year during the
past six years. Furthermore, GI-Dagstuhl Seminars
are limited to at most 20-25 participants, including
the organizers.
This paper reports on GI-Dagstuhl Seminar 10452,

an Advanced School on Data Exchange, Integra-
tion, and Streams (DEIS’10), which took place from
November 7 to November 12, 2010 and was orga-
nized by the three authors.

2. SCIENTIFIC THEME
DEIS’10 focused on data exchange, data integra-

∗UC Santa Cruz & IBM Research - Almaden, USA
†Università di Roma La Sapienza , Italy
‡Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany
1http://www.dagstuhl.de/en/program/gi-dagstuhl-seminars/

tion, and data streams. These are three different,
yet inter-related, facets of information integration
that have been investigated in depth by the research
community in recent years.
Both data exchange and data integration deal

with the execution of information integration, but
they adopt distinctly different approaches. Data
exchange is the problem of transforming data resid-
ing in different sources into data structured under
a target schema; in particular, data exchange en-
tails the materialization of data, after the data have
been extracted from the sources and re-structured
into a unified format. In contrast, data integra-
tion can be described as symbolic or virtual inte-
gration: users are provided with the capability to
pose queries and obtain answers via the unified for-
mat interface, while the data remain in the sources
and no materialization of the restructured data is
required.
In the basic data stream model, the input data

consists of one or several streams of data items that
can be read only sequentially, one after the other.
This scenario is relevant for a large number of appli-
cations where massive amounts of data need to be
processed. Typically, algorithms have to work with
one or few passes over the data and a memory buffer
of size significantly smaller than the input size.

3. PROCESS AND TIMETABLE
In response to a call for proposals for GI-Dagstuhl

Seminars, we submitted a proposal for DEIS’10 in
November of 2009. In this proposal, we described
the scientific theme of DEIS’10, listed the special-
ized topics, and also spelled out the procedure for
selecting participants in this event. After our pro-
posal was accepted, we disseminated the plan for
DEIS’10 via postings to a number of forums, includ-
ing DBWorld, and through a dedicated web page at
http://www.tks.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/events/deis10

Potential applicants were asked to submit by July
15, 2010 an application consisting of a letter of in-
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terest, a curriculum vitae, up to three representa-
tive papers or theses authored by the applicant, and
a letter of recommendation from an academic super-
visor or other senior colleague. We received 31 ap-
plications, out of which 22 applicants were selected
to participate in DEIS’10; together with the orga-
nizers, this brought the total number of DEIS’10
participants to 25, which is the maximum that can
be accommodated in a GI-Dagstuhl Seminar. The
great majority of the applications received were of
very high quality. In fact, we would have gladly ac-
cepted more applicants had there been more room.
Of the 22 successful applicants, 18 were graduate
students and 4 were postdoctoral scholars. In terms
of geography, 18 were located in Europe, 3 in North
America, and 1 in South America. We note that
the participants were selected not on the basis of a
paper they submitted, but, instead, on their abil-
ity and potential to participate in the event in a
meaningful way.
The participants were notified of their selection

on September 1, 2010. Each participant was asked
to study the relevant literature in a specialized topic
that was assigned to him or her by the organizers
of DEIS’10, based on the interests and expertise
of the participants. Each participant was assigned
one of the three organizers as mentor. Mentors
and mentees interacted via email during Septem-
ber and October 2010. In particular, participants
were asked to send their mentors a progress report
with an outline of their presentation on October 1,
2010, followed by a semi-final draft of the slides of
their presentation on November 1, 2010.
During the first day of DEIS’10, each of the three

organizers gave a 90-minute tutorial on one of the
three main themes of the school. Specifically, there
was a tutorial on “Schema Mappings and Data Ex-
change” by Phokion Kolaitis, a tutorial on “Data
Integration” by Maurizio Lenzerini, and a tutorial
on “Data Streams” by Nicole Schweikardt. The rest
of the program consisted of the presentations by the
participants. Each participant was given 45 min-
utes to present an overview of the specialized topic
assigned to her or him; the presentations were fol-
lowed by or were interspersed with questions by the
audience, so that a total of one hour was allotted to
each specialized topic.
While a small number of participants presented

some of their own research work, most of the pre-
sentations were a synthesis of papers studied by
the participants in the months before DEIS’10 took
place. In total, well over 100 published papers were
distilled and synthesized by the participants in their
presentations. The slides of these presentations and

the relevant bibliographical references can be found
at the web page of DEIS’10, which was given earlier
in this section.
In addition to the tutorials and the presentations

of specialized topics, an after-dinner problem ses-
sion was held in the second day of DEIS’10. In
this session, both the organizers and the partici-
pants presented selected open problems in each of
the three main themes of DEIS’10. The last time
slot of DEIS’10 was a wrap-up session during which
feedback about the event was solicited and tentative
plans for a follow-up event were discussed.

4. ASSESSMENT
From the viewpoint of the organizers, DEIS’10

was both an unqualified success and a truly satisfy-
ing experience. In the past, each of us had partici-
pated in typical advanced schools in which instruc-
tors give week-long short courses on a topic of their
expertise. In that setting, attendees choose which
courses to attend and then, for the most part, pas-
sively absorb the technical material presented by
the instructors. The interaction between the in-
structors and the audience is usually limited to the
questions that are asked from time to time during
the course. As a result, it is unlikely that instruc-
tors get to know the attendees (or, at least, the
majority of the attendees) and to have a quality in-
teraction with them. Our experience with DEIS’10
was very different. The attendees of DEIS’10 were
active and engaged participants who worked hard
to first study a specialized topic and then present
an overview of the topic assigned to them at the
school. Furthermore, we got to know the partici-
pants well by evaluating their applications, commu-
nicating with them on a one-to-one basis via email
before the event, and then meeting them in person
at Dagstuhl and in a setting that fosters interaction
and open communication.
From the viewpoint of the participants, DEIS’10

seems to have been a very positive experience for
them. We base this assessment on both the feed-
back we received during the wrap-up session at the
end of DEIS’10 and on the summary of the writ-
ten survey that the participants completed by fill-
ing the form that is distributed to all participants
of Dagstuhl seminars. In addition to high numer-
ical ratings to questions concerning the scientific
quality of the event, the inspiration of new ideas,
and the identification of new research directions,
participants expressed appreciation for the “inter-
active, informal atmosphere” and the “high quality
of talks”. In fact, one participant went as far as
declaring that the worst aspect of this seminar is
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that “it’s over”.
As regards criticisms and suggestions for improve-

ment, there was a consensus that “the schedule was
too dense”. As a remedy, some participants sug-
gested having a mix of short and long presentations,
instead of allocating the same amount of time to
each participant. Others suggested cutting down
the time of presentations uniformly for all partic-
ipants. Of course, a different way to address this
issue is to accept a smaller number of participants;
however, this would be at the expense of turning
down perfectly qualified and highly motivated ap-
plicants. Participants also suggested distributing
open problems before the school and holding ad-
ditional sessions during the school in which par-
ticipants discuss open problems or present work in
progress. Finally, at the scientific level, it was felt
that some of the topics in the data streams area
were disconnected from the topics in the other two
areas of the school. Clearly, much remains to be
done to strengthen the ties between research in data
streams on the one side and research in data ex-
change and data integration on the other. Bringing
people from all three areas together is the first step.

5. FOLLOW-UP
For some of the topics presented at DEIS’10, ex-

cellent survey articles already exist. Some other
topics are still too nascent to justify survey arti-
cles. For several more mature topics for which no
survey articles presently exist, we felt that the time
is ripe to produce such survey articles. To this ef-
fect, we submitted a proposal to the Scientific Direc-
torate of Dagstuhl to compile a volume consisting
of state-of-the-art surveys of selected topics in data
exchange, integration, and streams. Our proposal
has now been accepted, and the planned volume
will be published in the series Dagstuhl Follow-Ups,
which is is a new open-access publication venue for
peer-reviewed articles based on Dagstuhl seminars
(see http://www.dagstuhl.de/dfu). The survey
articles in this volume will be authored by a num-
ber of DEIS’10 participants, who have already been
invited and agreed to work on this project.
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